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During the Civil War and the Reconstruction period, nu-
merous Northern and Midwestern teachers and missionaries went 
South to extend antebellum abolitionist activity. These men 
and women were part cf the effort of reformers to prepare the 
ex-slaves for life as a freed people. Sponsored by Northern 
secular and religious societies, these teachers followed close-
ly behind Union troops entering the border and rebel states 
prepared "'GO educate, aid, and uplift those who had suffered 
under the harsh syst~m of slavery. 
Historians have sometimes seen the teachers and mission-
aries as a conservative force who came South with the object 
of imposing their middle-class values on newly freed black S0 ·-
ciety.! It is true that these teachers sought to instruct 
their black pupils in 'the same moral code by which they them-
selves abided, thus hoping to ensure that the ex-slaves would 
be able to travel the correct road to their elevation as a. 
people. But these teachers and missionaries cannot simply be 
dismissed as agents bringing a, conservative social order to 
the black people. The teachers and missionaries believed that 
they were engaged in a great religious and moral undertaking 
that allowed tham to do som~thing concrete for thost:.1 who had 
been freed through the agi ta .. tion of aboli 1;ionists; " and the 
missionaries underwent extrema hardship, obstacles, and ostra-
cism because of their decision ~o enter the Southern work. 
The teachers and missionaries provided the tools and means by 
which the black people could attain literacy and other rudi-
ments of an education that had been denied to them while they 
were slaves. Many of the blacks whom the teachers instructed 
welcomed the educational efforts of these Northerners and would 
later speak highly of the teachers' efforts on their behalf. 
The missionaries and teachers also helped to lay the ground-
work for a mass educational system for the black people through-
out the South. and they built up a strong network of Southern 
black colleges and universities which have survived to this 
2 day. 
The American Missionary Association (A&lA) proved to be 
the largest ~nd most enduring of the benevolent societies 
which sponsored teachers in the South.) Local affiliate s of 
the society were organized throughout the East and Midwest to 
raise funds p gather donations, and enlist teachers. Many of 
those who went South as teacherf.1 were recruited from ~olleges . 
theological seminaries, female scminaries i and normal schools 
in these areas. 4 Not surprisingly. a sigrtificant group of in· .. 
di viduals who were sent South by the AL'VlA was recruited from 
Oberlin College. Most of those who came from Oberlin College, 
as Vias true of the missionary teachers on the whole. were wo-
men. 
This pape!' explores this particular group of evangelical 
Oberlin women who became ·~eacher.s and missionaries. to the freed-
people. It looks at how their experience in the Southern work 
brought together both the larger historical cycle of post-Givi l 
War rt'dorm and their own life cycle patterns as evangelical 
women. These two cycles would be important in shaping the mo-
-2-
tivations of the women, their perceptions of the work, and 
their conceptions of reform. 
The women's efforts to educate the newly-freed blacks 
lay amid the new strands of social reform which emerged in 
the post-war era, and their perceptions of reform would in 
part be shaped by the changes in reform attitudes. The Civil 
War has often been viewed as a historical dividing point be-
tween pre-war "Romantic reform" based on the assumption of ir.~ 
dividual perfectionism and post-war, more conservative, single-
minded reform which rested on quite "different assumptions as 
·~o the nature of indiv.idualism.·f Perfectionist reformers Df 
the pre-war era perceiYed social evil as thE' product of indi-
vidual selfishness and sin. itherefore, a perfect society would 
be achieved through individual efforts to convert and educate 
Americans to proper behavlor; progress would depend on "indi·· 
vidual self-improvemen'c ... 5 
This conception of reform. however. would be modified 
by the country's experience of the Civil War. On the one 
hand., the "''far provided a tremendous impulse for all ruarmer 
of social reform which had been envisioned in antebellum times; 
because slavery, the greatest societal evil had been eradicated D 
many reformers believed that any social evil could be elim-
ina ted. This belief in the efficacy of reform coul,d be see!1, 
for example, in the activities of the feminists who sought 
the vote as part of a larger program of enfranchisement in 
6 'the years immediately following the war. 
At the saIne time, however I the pre~war f~mphasis on indi-
- )-
vidual efforts towards social improvement would no longer be 
regarded as sufficient or even acceptable. The terrible de . 
vastation wrought by the war encouraged other reformers in 
their belief that the government must define and impose social 
values on a unified republic; this task could no longer be en-
trusted with individuals. The necessity and success of orga-
nizational as opposed to individual efforts to coordinate SC~ 
lutions to wartime problems also helped give prominence to the 
drive for unified national action towards soc ~ al change and 
to a renewed emphasis on institutional means for change. Af-
ter all, the war victory was only achieved through organiza-
tional and institutional methods. But even this modified im-
petus for social reform would gra.dually weaken into an effort 
to maintain social stability. The unsettling events of the 
1870s (the BeeCher-Tilton affair 0 political corruption, the 
collapse of Republican Reconstruction, the depression of 1873-
1878) led to a desire for the protection of the social order, 
and those individuals who had regarded the post-war era with 
such optimism about the possibilities for retol~ encountered 
a society opposed to such changes.? 
A second development was equally important in sha,ping the 
experiences of the Oberlin teachers and miss:1.onaries. their 
over".ll life cycle pa'tterns as Christian women. \vi'thin the 
" 
framework of the Oberlin evangelical environment and the so-· 
c,ial definition of women' s roles ~ the women would be propelled 
to work in the South. By exploring both their religious needs 
which were fulfilled in the Southern work and the perso112"1 ca-
~4-
reer goals they explored, we can see why these women were mo-
tivated to venture South for some portion of their lives, how 
their perceptions were altered once they went South, and how 
the work fit into their general life cycle patterns. 
To come to an understanding of the Oberlin women who went 
as teachers and missionat'ies to the Sou-ch, wlthin both histor-
ical time and personal time, we will first explore the envi ... 
ronment which shaped their decision to go to the South. Next. 
we will illuminate the religious and personal motivations which 
drew them to wnrk with the freedpeople and see hew their mo-
tivations were framed by the historical context. Then. we 
will look at the point in their life cycles at which the wo-
men first entered "the Southern labor. at what they encountered 
once in the field. and how their- original perceptions were 
reinforced or altered by the a.ctual experience of teaching 
the freedpeople. ~/e will explore the commitment of the wo-
men to the work as i"t was shaped by both the historical cycle 
and their life cycle patterns, and we will also deteni1:lne how 
the women ultimately fulfilled their commitment to the eV"an-
gelical principles e"mbodied in the labor, in the South. Final-
lyo we will examine hoVi personal .time and historical time in-
tersected in the lives of the women to affect their interpre -
tations of evangelical womanhood. 
OBERLIN AND THE EVANGELICAL ENVIRONMENT 
The Oberlin enviroTh~ent served in several ways to encourage 
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students to venture South as teachers to the schools for the 
freedpeople. From its founding, Oberlin College was associated 
with numerous reform causes. Oberlin, early in its history, 
gained a widespread reputation for its support of co-educa-
tion of the sexes, the peace movement, moral reform, diet re-
form. and, of course, antislavery activity. One of t ile main 
objects of the establishment of Oberlin as an institution was 
to ensure unrestricted debate on abolitionist issues and other 
social and meral reforms. 8 It would seem a natural outgrowth 
"If its reform tradi'tion and particularl.y of its ai)oli tionist 
tradition, therefore, for Oberlin College to be supportive of 
a movement to uplift and elevate the oppressed and downtrodden 
people whose c:olldi tion Vias the result of sle.very" 
Oberlini tes had long loolred upon education an the means 
by which the elevatlon of the bla.ck race could take place. 
Before the Civil War had freed 'the great mass of slaves 0 John 
Jay Shipherd. In arguing with the trustees of Oberlin Insti -
tute a'bout the propriety of admitting black students into the 
college, "pointed out that emancipated Negroes ought to be ed-
ucated in order to prepare them for the proper exercise of 
their freedom. 0' In the 1850s, the members of the Oberlin Young 
Men; s An'ti-Slavery Society concentrated their efforts on the 
"' social and moral eleva.tion of the colored race'" ,by estahlish-
ing schools for freed blacks in No:ethern Ohio. Therefore, as 
Union troops moved into the conquered slave states, Oberlin 
:::taff and students o'beheld the opening of the great opportu-
:-'1i ty to do something constructive for the 'contraband ~" by 
-6-
going South as teachers and missionaries . 9 
Oberlin support for the labor of teaching the freedpeople. 
however. was much more than simply the logical extension of 
its abolitionist tradition. In sending out teachers and mis-
sionaries, Oberlin also reaffirmed its evangelical tradition 
and its missionary impulse. Oberlin, itself, arose out of the 
missionary impulse. John Jay and Esther Shipherd, its foun-
ders, traveled to Northern Ohio under the appointment of the 
American Home Missionary Society with the express purpose of 
evangelizing the uncivilized regions of the West. The fami-
lies and students who followed also came to spread the gospel 
to these areas, The founders ° aims "were religious in the 
best sense • • • • They would advance not mere piety which 
might save the soul but an enlightened faith and zeal instead 
whi ch should honor God, ];'enovste society and make for the up--
building of all manner of good institutions. M10 
The founders also sought to raise up R core of student~ 
trained in these principles 'to go forth to spread a.hd apply 
theft':l in whatever human 6i tua,tions they encountered. Ch2.rlcs 
Grandison Finney, who came to Oberlin as the first professoI 
of theology and who beca.-ne president in 1851, always ranked. 
the spread of gospel above all his other concer.ns. F'inney' s 
"chief hope in connection with Oberlin was that here an army 
cf inspired evangelists might be trained who would lead the 
van in the battle for the Lord in the Valley of Moral Death.·' 
James Fairchild. who succeeded Finney to the presidency in 
1865, continued with the aims of the founders and in the spir-
-7-
it of the evangelical tradition even though he de-emphasized 
the religious zeal of-his predecessors. Fairchild, the facul-
ty and the staff remained committed to the education of a stu-
dent body trained in good works and self-sacrifice. They did 
not expect the Oberlin student to retreat into her/his books 
nor to simply absorb Christian teachings. The Oberlln student 
was expected to act upon the evangelical beliefs learned in 
study and go forth into the world to practice and apply those 
beliefs as the "laborers'of the Lord."ll 
Oberlin did send out many "'laborers of the Lord" who were 
to bring salvation to the uncivilized regions of the world. 
Oberlinites went out on independent missions to the Amerie;an 
Indians of tl1e West, to the freed slaves in Ohio and Canada, 
and to the "heathen" of the West Indies and Africa. Once the 
American Missionary Association was organized in 1846 as a 
strongly anti-slavery society, Oberlinites did much of their 
missionary work "'chrough this group. Strong connections existed 
between Oberlin and ths AMA. Up "until 1860 ninety percent 
of the Association 9 s workers were former Oberlin students." 
Oberlin personnel dominated the leadership of the AMA as well. 
Two of the principal corresponding secretaries, George Whipple 
(1847-1876) and Michael Strieby (1865-1888), as well as two 
of the field secretaries. Jacob R. Sh:tpherd (1866-1868). who 
" 
was a nephew of the founder, and Erastus Milo Cravath (1866-
1875) were from Oberlin. 12 
In 1862~ the AMA held its sixteenth annual meeting at 
Oberlin. As a result of thls meeting. five Oberlin students 
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set out to work among the blacks of Fortress Monroe in Virgin-
ia and in South Carolina. Many more students would soon fol-
low. A Students' Missionary Society had been organized in 
Oberlin in 1852 and survived until 186l~. The men and women 
who comprised the membership of the society worked in conjunc-
tion with the &~. As stated in its constitution, the Students ' 
Missionary Society aimed at "th~ provision of the missionary 
spirit and the support of the cause of missions." At the meet-
ings of the society, members listened to reports on labors in 
the missionary field and discu ;~sed the work of former Oberlin 
students who had become missionaries. On November I;, 1860 0 
Professor Morgan addressed thE:: society on th.e "Christian's 
Call." On. May 12. 1861 $ Reverend George Candee. a former Ober-
lin student, addressed the society on his labors among the 
bla.cks of Berea. Kentuclty, in conjunction with Reverend .john 
, 
Fee. In April cf 186),- Reverend J. Co Teree~ commander of the 
Contraband Camp in Washington. D.C." addressed the society; 
the crowd was so large that the meeting was moved to a J!:;l,rger 
hall. A good crowd was also in attendance at an address in 
August of 186) on the subject of the freedpeople at Port Royal 
The society provided a ferum for lectu~es on missionarY work 
and also inspired some of its members to enter the Southern 
field; several of the women who belonged to the sogiety ' were 
later recr.uited as teachers to the ex-slaves. 1J 
Although the Students' Mi::ssionary Society ceased to exist 
after 1864, Oberlinites still had news of and contact with the 
missionary work o:I the AMA in the South. Former students, re·· 
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turning to Oberlin for commencement and reunion wO'lld tell of 
their experiences as missionaries to the newly freed blacks 
and would even recruit new workers to the field. Upon receiv-
ing notice tha.t a vacancy existed in the Southern field. Ober-
lin faculty and staff would often recommend possible workers 
to the AMA at the request of the Association. Letters from 
Oberlin teachers of the freedpeople appeared in the Qberlin 
News~ and lectures on missionary labor were continued at the 
college. Therefore. Oberlin students were well aware that 
missionary wor}~ in the South was a field of labor that was 
open to them and in the splrit of Oberlin prin(~iples.14 
The ideology which governed the role of women in the 60-
ciety during this time period was al so <Ul important factor in 
launching female students into work as missonaries and teacn-
ers. In the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. 
as the economy shifted. towards production. for 'the marltet and 
as the manufacturing and fact\)ry systems expan.ded. the lcca-
tion of work moved outside of the home§ and white men followed 
it. Men. in the public w·orld engaged in capitalist production 
and received the benefits of an increasingly democratic poli-
tical system . Women, however, were increasingly excluded from 
both the economic and political arenas becallse they did not 
share in these changes. The ideology of domestici~y and nep-
arate spheres which came to govern the place and work of wC.-
men emerged as a means of attempting to provide an identity 
fer women during this time of decreasing social cohesion. 1vo-· 
men, such as Cath~rine Beecher, articulated an ideology which 
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promoted women's dominant role in the home while men were seen 
as superior in spheres outside of' the home. Women were to per-
form a key function in the home; they were to uphold the pre-
industrial moral values that had been displaced by a capital-
istic, acquisitive society and to provide a refuge from the 
competitive values o£that society. Women were to use their 
superior moral charac'i;er, which they had achieved because they 
remained removed fro~ the competitive world of work, to influ-
ence their families and thereby their communities for good. 
The cult of domestici<ty gave women a vocation in the home: 
they were ·to be self sacrificing and serve cthers. 15 
This ideology was still ascendant during the Reconstruc-
tion period. As Catharine Beecher wro·te in her most famous 
publication f the Americgn "loman I s Home, published 1n 1870, 
The family state ·then~ is the aptest earthly 
illustration of the heavenly kingdom, and in 
it woman is its chief minister. Her great 
mission is self-denial, in training its mem-
bers to self-sacrificing labors for the ig-
norant and v:eak I if not her own children, 
then the neglected children of her Father in 
heavenQ She is 'to rear all under her care to 
lay up treasures, n')t on earth, but in heavenQ 
All the pleasures of this life end h&re; but 
those who train immortal minds are to reap the 
fruit of their labor through eternal wage.J. 
\'\fhile this amply defined the. role of married women, a vocation 
was also needed for single women. Catharine Beecher.believed 
that the profession of teaching provided an interesting occu-
pation for single women while it still maintained the ideolc-gy 
of domesticity and separate spheres. It was logical to extend 
woman's moral influence over her children in the home to the 
-11-
related work of providing moral instruction to other children 
in the schoolroom; here, too, an American woman could influ-
ence the nation's future citizens for good. The ideology that 
propelled women into the schoolroom co.inclded with more p1.~ac­
tical considerations which would make it acceptable for women 
to teachs the shortage 'of teachers in the expanding areas of 
the West and the lOVier wages paid to women made the use of fe-
male teachers economically attractive to s'~hool boards. But 
the ideology of moral influence provided a rationale for wo-
men entering the teaching field and also !"ielped to define the 
acceptable limits of 1fomen Gs position in society.16 
The belief that Vlomen had a special moral charact'1r also 
gave 'women a central role in reli.gious life . Clergymen. wor-
ried O"lJ'er maintaining order in the family and the community. 
declared that women e S influence was essentia,l for society. 
Consequently, women used religion and religious activities to 
further define their role and engaged in pursuits not other-
wise open to "them. EV~"lgelical Christianity particularly em-
phasited 'the role of women, and women were an integral part 
of the eva."lgclical community 0 Female converts well outnumbered 
male converts in the Second Great Awakening in the 1820s and 
1830s. The revivals of,Charles G. Finney in this period at-
tracted large numbers of women, and his theology articulated 
a clear and important role for women of action. Finney and 
his evangelical reV'ivalism stressed each person as a moral 
agentJ he emphasized the individual and did not draw distinc-
tions based on sex. He also emphasized inner discipline; there-
-12-· 
fore, because of their role as the instillers of this disci-
pline, women were seen as crucial to the community. Finney's 
theology stressed the humanitarian attributes of Jesus giving 
preeminence -to values such as love and holiness which had been 
placed in the custody of women. In these ways evangelical 
Christianity elevated the status of women as their influence 
was set up to balance the acquisitiveness and materiaolism of 
larger society.1? 
A vi ta.l element in 9yangelical Chrlstiani ty was the ne-
cessity to comb~t society's evils in an ~ctive way. Firmey 
saw sin in very concrete terms; the duty of Christians was to 
attack sin wherever it might be found and in whatever form be 
it slavery, drunkeness, or immorality. "Finney insisted that 
his di ~ciples end any compromise with sin or h-I.lman injustice . 
Souls were lost and sin prevailed because men chose to sin 
and because they chose not to work in God's vineyard convert-
ing souls and reforming sinners." Finney, in this way, In-
spired many thousands -Co reform vlork. especially to missionary 
WorK. And because women had been given the role of I'morally 
superior agents, s. they especially were compelled to act to 
combat the world's sins. A notion of "evangelical womanhood" 
arose which "combined the traditional Protestant ideal of the 
'vertuous woman' with a new evangelical stress on action." 
" 
Missionary and 'teaching endeavors 9 therefore, were acceptable 
fields of labor, be they temporary or permanent t for evarLgc-
lical women. 18 
As in the country at large. women were central to thf> 
-13-
evangelical community at Oberlin. Charles Finney's theology 
of inner discipline and active attack on sin accompanied him 
to Ober.lin. Oberlin I!' sought to train a band of self-denying. 
hardy. intelligent. efficient laborers of both sexes for the 
world I S enlightenment and regeneration •• " Women were encour-
aged to spread the gospel, to disseminate their m1ral influence. 
and to engage in missionary labors. Women at Oberlin were 
"fitted for future usefulness" particularly by their train-
ing for teaching. The long winter vacation gave them the op-
portuni ty to gain teaching experience in country schoels 'which t 
not coincidently, brought them funds to meet their educational 
expenses. Women who did not immediately marry after leaving 
Oberlin often attempted to secure a teaching post.19 
Oberlin woman, then, might go to the Sou·th as teachers 
to the freedpeople simply in search of a vocation. In her 
letter of application to the ~~AJ Martha Gerrish explained 
how she had carefully studied piano and hearing in the Con-
servatory expecting to teach. Cereptis Copeland applied for 
a teaching position so that she would be able to aid her h(ls-
band with the cost of ~ducatinn,: -their children. Louisa Alex-
ander requested that Raverend Erastus Cr.avath inform her of 
any position she might obtain in a school in Virginia or "in 
any other state where I could re~eive a good Salarlf (sic) and 
be pleasantly Situated (sic)." But although employment pr(J~ 
vided the narrowest form of the interpretation of evangelical 
vIOmanhood, teaching, as a vocation, still embodied the princi-
ples of Christian womanhood and was an aCCeptable occupational 
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choice for women. Even through mere employment, women would 
be able to exert their superior moral infl~ence for goOd. 20 
What motivated Oberlin women to choose to enter the South-
ern teaching field was much more than merely a desire for a 
vocation, however. Teaching positions were available to wo-
men in both Northern and Western common schools. Even within 
the context of the Oberlin evangelical environment and the 
doctrine of evangelical womanhood, these women still had choices 
to make as to what they would do with their lives~ We must 
turn now to an e"valuation of the personal motives that led 
the Oberlin women to go South to teach' and perform missiona.ry 
work. The Oberlin women would be drawn to labor in the South 
because it incorporated the ideologies of female moral influ-
ence and evangeli~al womanhood, but also because it provided 
the opportunity for the women to fulfill their religious ex-
pectations and needs and their career goals as well. The work 
would give them the opportunity to work for God and their fe1-
low human beings, and to attack sin and work for the salvation 
of souls. The work with the freedpeople would also give the 
women the opportunity "to labor in a way that was in keeping 
with their role as women but in an active way and in a Vlork 
where they believed their labor would be of great usefulness 
and influence as well. 
MOTIVATIONS 
GoIng South to labor among the freedpeople was more than 
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a temporary or permanent vocation; it was a mission. The Ober-
lin women felt very strongly that they were doing God's work 
by going to the South. They entered it with the old Protes:... 
tant sense that it was a "calling" which God had chosen for 
them. Etta Maltby writing George Whipplee executive secretary 
of the AMA. said: "I think I understand some of the difficul-
ties of this field and should not dare to offer myself as a 
laborer did I not feel that God called me to the work and rest 
assured that he. will verify his promise o" Rose Kinney had 
long studied ttthe ques·tion of holiness" and believed that la'· 
ber among the blacks would provide her with the answer to the 
question of what 'the Lord would have her do. The AMA was hes-
itant to hire teachers who did not show evidence of feeling 
called to the Southern labor. Kate Mattison~ making her sec-
ond application to the Association wrote. 
You replied· that; you were cons1;antly receiving 
many applications and unless I felt called of 
God in such a sense as pressed me to urge my 
application. I had better drop the subject for 
the present at least. I have considered the 
matter long and prayerfully and think God has 
been with me by his spiri t·,-to lead and tea. !h 
me. I now feel and have for some time, that a 
necessity is laid upon me and Wei is me if I 
go not unless God in his providence should close 
the door against me, I feel conscious of no 
other emotion in· raturning my applicatione but 
a sense of duty and love to God and his oppressed 
poor. 
The presence of 'the calling signified a deep commitment to the 
work: the expression of this feeling showed that these women 
had seriously considered work that would provide them with a 
vocation but that also would allow them to work for God ir. 
-16·· 
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this world. 21 
Very closely entertwined with the idea of the calling Vias 
the desire of the woman to serve God tnrough their work. Teach-
ing among the ex-slaves seemed to provide this opportunity of 
service. Francis Rosecrans so clearly felt the desire to serye 
God that she offered to go South for one year without pay. 
It will be a privilege and a pleasure to do it 
for Jesus. His work has always been to me the 
source of highest enjoyment. So it will not be 
a task nor even wear the rigid garb of du·cy for 
I feel that He has blessed me all my life and 
that it is not too much to give one year entire-
ly to him. 
She willingly served God as she searched for her ca:lling in 
the Southern labor; she expressed a readiness to devote her 
life to the cause if she received her calling during this year 
in the Sou-'h. 22 
The women felt they would be able to serve God in this 
work because it was a, blessed work 3 it was God's work. "I 
have sought this work believing it the Master's . . . . It is 
a noble work J a holy w~rle El.nd I have desired to have a part 
in it. I have felt that I should thus be doing service for 
God. ~. By sharing Rome part in 'the labor among the freed people , 
the women believed that they acted as an instrument of God, 
Mary Carruthers. describing her intentions before joining her 
husband in the labor, wrote, "'I intend to go as a teacher to 
" 
devote my time to the cause and hope to be the humble means 
in God's hands of showing some good to the poor Freedmen there. 112) 
The Oberlin women who went South as teachers felt both 
called by God to the work with the blacks and that they served 
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God through the work. The search for their calling involved 
an active seeking of a vocation on the part of the women. But 
once the women had determined their place of work, they pas-
sively submitted to God's will and acted as his servants. Both 
active search for a calling and passive submission through ser-
vice to God were important components of evangelical womanhood; 
inherent in the notion of Christian womanhood was this tension 
b~tween active search and ~ssive submissiono 24 
The passive submission often could take the form of fa-
talism as -the women voiced the belief that God determined vi-
tal decisions in their life course. 
I have left the matter with my Heav'~nly Father 
and if your society sees fit to furnish me with 
employment I shall ta.ke it as an indication ',;hat 
it is my dut:n "to go. On the other hand if I do 
not receive a commission I shall consider it an 
evidence that God ha.s something else for me to 
do. 
The womSll felt that their decisions as to where in the ~)cuth 
they Y;j'Juld labor- and whather they would continue to labor y,iere 
all as God wished and saw fit. Therefore, they always wer(~ 
a.ssu.red that their mission was that of God for he guided them, 
and they willingly submitted to his will using his na.me to 
- '.D th' t' 2') Justl..!.~' el.r ace ·loons. -
Work with t.he freedpeople combined the opportunity of 
serving God with the opportunity of serving cne's fellow hu-,-
man beings. Oberlin had instilled in the women a belief in 
aervice for others in this world. The Oberlin women who went 
South to teach sought to serve the blacks by helping them to 
:3hed the harsh legacy of slavery and to aid the countr: .. as a 
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whole by elevating an entire pre.viously downtrodden race. 
Since the providence of God has opened in the 
South so vast a field for earnest and self-
abnegating missionary labor, I have felt a 
strong conviction of duty, an irresistable de-
sire to .engage in teaching the f'reedpeople; to 
aid to the extent of what ability God has given 
me in bringing these poor outcasts from the pale 
of humanity into the family of man. 
Louisa Buchanan also felt herself drawn to this labor in or~ 
der to aid the ex~slaveso "My sympathies have been aroused 
by recent accounts of the suffering of the freedmen in the 
Southwest. And I should rejoice if there were an opportul1i ty 
for me to do what! could for them." Elizabeth Candee desired 
to ,join her husband in his labors among the f'reedpeople. "I 
have greatly desired to go to St. Louis--felt that I wanted 
26-to be doing som~·thing for the poor freedmen. If 
The teachers came SOlorth with the object of aiding the 
freedpeople by educating and uplifting the "black race. They 
would extend their influence among these people and guide them 
on the right path towards their elevation. Helen .Jones had 
always been "very much in"terested in the reports of those who 
have gone out to labor among them (the freedpeople) and have 
often thought I would like to do something to help forward the 
good work of enlightening and teaching them." Sara Stanley 
assured the Association that "no thought of suffering and pri,-
vation J nor even death should deter me from making~every effort 
possible for the moral and intellectual elevation of these ig-
norant and degraded people." Sylvia Brown felt that they must 
"educate and elevate this people" as part of "the duty of the 
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Christian people of this country.,,27 
Oberlin women further felt compelled to aid the ex-slaves 
because they felt an affinity with the blacks that would dra ;t 
them to work among this people. They and other abolitionists 
had long advocated for the freedom of the slaves, and the South-
ern work at last enabled them to do something constructive for 
the freedpeople. Southern missionary' labor had another very 
personal componen.t for the V!Omeni i t W&~ work among an oppressed 
and poor people within their o\'m country rather th8.u 'Horle 
among foreign hea'chen. 
,I have for' sometime been cc.)nsiderir.g the :3ub·~ 
ject of going on a mission. Since ~he door 
has been opened for teaching our Olm poor col-
ored people I have felt very anxious to be la-" 
boring among them. My soul is moved with sym n , 
pathyf'or ·th9m and I desire to do what I can 
for their elevation; their ~gral development; 
their intellectual outlook. 
One group of Oberlin female teachers perhaps felt the 
strongest affinity with the newly freed slaves. The black fe-
male teachers who went South felt strong ties to those of 
their oYin race who h9.d been less privileged than themselves; 
they were motivated to enter the Southern work to aid those 
whose suffering they had in some measure sha:'ed 8.S they also 
encountered prejudice from both Northern and Southern white 
society. Explaining her reasons for wishing appointment to 
the Southern labor~ Sara Stanley wrotel 
I am myself a colored woman, bound to that ig-
norant, degraded, long enslaved race by the ties 
of love and consanguinity~ they are socially and 
politically "my people" and I have an earnest and 
abiding conviction that the All-father whcse lov-
ing kindness gave to me advantages which his di-
vine wisdom withheld from them. requires me to d.e-
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vote every power with which he has endowed me 
to the work of ameliorating their condition. 29 
First and foremost, then, what motivated the Oberlin wo-
men to go South was that in labor among the freedpeople they 
perceived a chance to serve God and do his work while also 
serving their fellow human beings. "It is my heart's desire 
to make the most of life for Christ and his cause. I have been 
much interested in the cause of the Freedmen and felt that if 
Providence should open the way, I might do much for God and 
Humanity in the capacity of teacher among them." They sought 
to labor "for the cause of our downtrodden brothers. the cause 
of Christ. ,,)0 
Embodied in the idea of the calling and that of service 
to God and humanity was the notion of s~lf-sacrifice. The 
notions of self-sacrifice and service had long been associated 
with the work of women. In the domestic sphere. a woman serv~d 
her husband and children, providing one with a :.~efuge frolll the 
competitive, aggressive world of work, and influencing the 
others to good and morality. In thp, home or outside the horn,e 
through the occupation of teaching. women also served their 
country by controlling and socializing their' children and in-
stilling in them proper moral values. Evangelical Protestant·· 
ism also decreed that women rendered service both to their fam-
ilies and to society, ridding them of sin and social ills. There-
" 
fora, when Oberlin women look-ad for work that God would hav\:: 
them do, they believed that the work should embody sacrifice. 
In making her application to the AMA, Clara Duncan wrote: 
.. I am ready and willing to make any so.crifices I can." One 
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positive quality an applicant to the AMA should have was "the 
true spirit of self-,denial" as President James Fairchild testi-
fied for M. Anna Baker. Having found her calling in the field 
of missionary labor g Harriet Townsend stated in her applica-
tiona "I have given myself to the Lord and believe that I am 
willing to meet hardshi,ps and privations in his cause." Sara 
Stanley also expressed this willingness to devote and sacri-
fice her life to the Southern labor. uPossessing 1"0 wealth 
and having nothing to give but my life to the work, I there-
fore m2.ke this applicatlon to you. ,,)1 
Some of the women seemed to seek to enter the work whpre 
i t ~ the most arduous . "I would accep'c any situation the 
least inviting to others." The call of service and sacrif5.cc 
was beyond considerations of comfort. "I would not wish 'to 
go where an earnest Christian women could not go with propri-
ety, neither would I hesitate to go where duty calls because 
?? 
some might have :fastiduous ideas in regard 'to it ... ,;},-
The mechanism of self-s8.crifice, however, was not only 
a vi tal element in the work of evangelicrtl women, but it was 
also a means by which the women would be able to gain certain 
benefits otherwise not available to them, The women believed 
that their sacrifices would em.l.ble them to fu:;.fill their r81i-
gious goal of drawing nearer to Ged. The work in the SOlith 
" 
would also give the women i:l. job of importance and usefulnesf:' 
for they believed that labor among the freedpeople was a great 
work and a work that required specific qualities which they, 
as Oberlin VJomen, possessed. The women believed in the impor-
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tance of their work and in their possibilities of accomplish-
ing good. These motives, too, then, would draw the Oberlin 
women to the South. 
The women felt that they would benefit spiritually from 
the pl.crifioes they made for the Lord and for the black people. 
Sara Stanley believed ~hat "while laboring for them. while 
living a life of daily toil, self-sacrifice and denial! can 
dwell nearer to God a.."ld my Saviour and become constantly t by 
divine aid D richer in faith~ richer in love, richer in all the 
graces of the Holy Spirit." In stating one of the reason::. she 
sought empll::Jyment in 'the Southern field p Sylvia Brown wrote a 
"It may be a selfish motiYe, I hope not a wrong one, but I 
think whoever eng::;'cg'lS in such a work is spiri ttlally strength-
ened and blestt I might say spiritually educated.,,3J 
Religious ins'truction WB.S to have an important place in 
the schools for 'the freedpeople. By trying to convert their 
pupils, these women would have a great opportunity to 3erve 
God because they would be bringing sinners to the Lord, Their 
labor in the South would enable the women to make a personal, 
important contribution to God's work. "I know there would "hE; 
immortal souls there for whom Christ died sinking down in their 
sins, and I might 'oy the grace of God lead them to Jesus. Ah' 
-'4 
if I might save but one such dare I withhold myself?'oj 
,. 
The women felt, at least when first applying. that the 
work among the blaclts was the next "great work of our country." 
'l'hey believed that they would have a part in laying the basis 




not only be ed~cating a group of children to become good cit-
i~ens,as would be true of teaching in most' common schools as 
well, b~t they would be working for the advancement of an en-
tire race of people. "It seems to me like a very responsible 
work--'Chat of laying the foundation for the edu.cation of the 
freedmen. Their future, doubtless depends much upon the in-
struction they receive in this o the dawn of their freedom."J5 
Laying the foundation for the education of the freedpeopJ.e 
was considered so important by these women no"t only because 
they saw -this goal as a means of elevating the black race t but 
also because God had planned ' a very special future for the 
black peopJ.e . The women would be invol ;ted in a 'blessed work 
because they would be· helping to prepare thesp. people for the 
destiny God had in mind for them. Sara Stanley stated in her. 
application -that 'this was a people for whom' "an' inscrutable 
providence has appointed a. destiny far greater and mor.e glo-
rioue than any political charlatan or statesman has yet con-
ceived of, su<:h a destiny as Christian men and women rejoice 
to contemplate--of intellectual power and spiritual greatrless. 
of holiness perfected in the fear of God. ,,)6 
If the Southern work was truly perceived as such an ~m­
portant task. then, exceptional laborers were needed in the 
work. The women believed that they possessed the special qua 1. 
ities they recognized as necessary to be effective laborers 
in the South. Sylvia Brown gave the following statement a,s 
~ testimony to her qualifications for the Southern work: 
An old colored lady of that place (Oberlin) has 
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asked me many times if I would go and teach 
among the downtrodden of her race and assured 
me that our Master would bountifully reward 
me "and Miss Sylvia·' said she, tithe colored 
" people always like you' ff This assertion is 
the best recommendation which I can bring of 
my own qualifications for such a work. 
Louisa Buchanan also expressed this extraordinary sympathy. 
"Perhaps I am mistaken ?ut I have thought that I could adj st 
myself to the feelings of the poor and ignorant in such. a way 
as to gain their sympathies; and it has given me peculiar plea-
sure to know that I had--some friends among this class of peo-
pleo .. )7 
Here, then. we have a feeling of the moti.vat5.ons that 
brought thsse Ober~in women to seek labor among the freedpGo-
ple. They entered the work deeply committed to serving God 
and their fellcw human beings and believed tha'i; t11.ey were pro-
viding constructive reform work which would help the blacks 
achieve their proper place amon.g the great nations of the 
world. They were willir;.g to undergo great sacrifices as be-
fitted evangelical women, but they also felt that "they could 
d.erive benefits from their wor!f a.s it was a labor of great 
religious importance and national significance. As Oberlin 
women. they could not only be useful and influentIal in the 
work, but they were specia.lly qualified for labor among the 
freedpeople as well. 
Influence of the Historiga.l" Context 
The women fl'om Oberlin who went South to teach among the 
blacks applied for positions with the AMA throughout the final 
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years of the Civil War and well into the Reconstruction peri-
od. But the feelings about social reform chang~d in the im-
mediate years after the war from a bellef in the efficacy of 
reform possibilities to a conservative concern with maintain-
ing a unified nati.onal social stability. Thus, the year in 
which these women first entered the Southern work may have af-
fected their ov.'!l views of their mission in the South. 
The year 1865 seems to have been a dividing point for the 
women first enter.ing t;he Southern work in three v:ays. First 
of all~ the Civil War ended in 1865; th~refore, those women 
who first went South up through the year of 1865 entered the 
teaching and missionary labor either while the Civil War was 
still being fought or ir. the first wave of post~war reform op-
timism. Secondly j the year 1865 1:larked the end of the Finney 
presidency at Oberlin. Al though Finney continued to t (;ach at 
Oberlin aftar this da.te and Fair(}hild ~ his SUCC€ssor., remai.ned 
committed to the same basic evangelical principles. there was 
a shift in the personalities which dominated the college at-
mosphere and a shift in the pioneering: radical reform atti-
tudes of the college. 38 Finally, the year 1865 seems 'to pro-
vide a good dividing poin-c for looking at the Ii ves of these 
vmmen b~;cause none of the Oberlin women on whom life cycle 
data was gathered initially went South during the year of 
1866; after 1865 there was a lull in the stream of Oberlin 
women who went South to te(.;.ch. It seems, therefore, that there 
are different influences acting on the Oberlin women who went 
South during the Civil Y~ar and 'those who went South after the 
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war as well as differences in their backgrounds and environ-
ment. J9 
The group of Oberlin women who first entered the work in 
the South in the early period, indeed, for the most part, ex-
pressed different motivations in requesting employment among 
the freedpeople than did those women who went South after 1865. 
The early group of women were the ones who expressed most force-
fully the views that envisioned the work with the blacks as 
that of a great cause and mission. Rose Kinney, Etta Maltby, 
and Kate Mattison all expressed to the Association the belief 
tha"t they had felt called 'by God to the vtork; they all first 
entered the Southern work in the earlier period. This group 
who went South during the war years continually expressed their 
desires to serve God and humanity through their labor and to 
sa(:rifice their li"lfes to the work . In the full flush of opO' 
timism brought by the abolition of the great soclal evil of 
slavery, the women believed that they would be able to educate, 
uplift, and prepa.re the blacks for the special purpose deatined 
for them by God because, as teachers to the freedpeople, ther 
were working with God in this labor in the South. 
Those women who firs·t went into the work among the blac},: s 
after 1865 were not as likely to articulate these visionary-
and fervent views about the work . They simply req!)ested a 
position under the AMA often asking to be assigned to a place 
where a friend was already laboring and requesting details 
about the duties required of them. The women in the later pe-
riod were described by those who gave testimonials for them 
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as earnest, conscientious, Christian women who would devote 
themselves to the work in the South. And these women did in-
deed seem to be seeking a work which they were "ready to love 
o e 0 and engage ••. with my whole heart. ,,40 But it was 
rare for the women "themselves to express the desire for ser-
vice to God and humani~y, the read.1'less to give up their lives 
to the work, the belief that they had been called by God to 
the SouthB'rn labor, and' the feeling that they would be involved 
in a great cause through ~~rk with the blacks. 
It seems J -therefore, that those women who first wen"  
South up through the year 1865. who came of age during the 
Ci vil Wa.r and entered the Southern labor imme :Uately behind 
the Union troops ~ an.d who benefitted from the full evangelis-· 
tic reform tradition of the Finney presidency were broader in 
their views of their- mission among the freedpeople. They more 
clearly saw theS~r Vlork among the blacks as a mission rather 
than as an outle"t for theL:- own usefulness. 
WORK AND THE LIFE CYCLE 
The decision to apply to the AMA f!,:":r positions as teach-
ers in the South came at a particular point in the life cycle 
pattern.s of the Oberlin women. FOl" the most part, they would 
express their desire to enter the Southern work as,-young, sin-
gle women seeking an employment which was based on those prin-
ciples learned at Oberlin as the duties of evangelical women. 
Before entering a more permanent vocation, the women sought 
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an employment in line with the definition of Christian woman-
hood which would allow them a period of intense commitment in 
active combat against society's sins. 
The historical context shaped not only the motives of 
the Oberlin women in applying to the AMA~ but it shaped the 
time in their lives at which the women first would begin teach-
ing among the blacks as well. Looking at those white female 
teachers wh.o began teaching in the South as single WOnlE:n after 
leaving O'oerlino we find that the women who first went S.outh 
during the 'h-ar years were older than those women who wen.t 
South after 1865. Those in the early group averaged 26.) 
years of age when they fil:.Jt began teacbing among the freed-
people: the women in the later group averaged only 23.6 years 
of age when they :first went South. 'I'hose women who went South 
in t.he earlier years were equally divided between those aged 
from 17 to 26 and those aged from 27 to 36. However~ almost 
90 percent of the women who went South in the later years first 
entered the Southern work when they were from 17 to 26 years 
of age. The Ytl"()men who went South during "che war were clearl:>' 
older at the beginning of their missiort (see Table A.l).41 
The difference in the ages of the two historical groups 
of women when they first began teaching the ex-slaves was in 
part the result of a more general life cycle trend. The wo-
men in the early group deferred major life decisions to a lat;-
er age than those in the later year group. This pa.ttern can 
be seen by looking at the years of attendance at Oberlin. 
While both historical groups of women attended Oberlin Insti-
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"A" Tables: Biographical Data on Oberlin Female Teachers 
According to Year First Entered the South* 
*Includes only white single women who went after leaving Oberlin. 
Table A.l~ Teacher~ Age First Year in the South 
Up to 1865, After 1865 
}:,.ge Number Percentage Number Percenta@ 
17-21 2 17 2 10·5 
22-26 4 33 15 79 
2'/-'31 5 l.j-2 2 10·5 
:),2- )6 1 8 0 0 
Average 26.3 23.6 
;)ouy'ce (all A Tables) ~ compiled from Oberlin College Alumni 
and Archives Files on former students, Annual Heports of the 
.American Missionary Association, 1863-1875. and Archive~, a; 
th(~ American Missionary Association, Amistad Research C(-:!nter, 
New Orleans p Louisiana. 
!able.-!!..f i Teachers' ,Age Upon Entering Oberlin 
Up to 1iLQj After 'ij36~ L. .t 
AC?e 
-~
Num'Q.er Percentage Numb~ Percentage, 
10-12 0 0 1 5 
13-15 1 9 6 31 
16-18 5 45 6 31 
" 
19-21 3 27 6 )1 
22-24 0 0 0 0 
25-27 2 18 0 0 
Average 19 16.8 
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Table A.3: Teachers' Age Upon Leaving Oberlin 
... -. 
Up to 1865 After 1865 
Age Number Percentage Number Percentage 
19-21 2 18 5 28 
22-24 2 '18 8 4l.j, 
25-27 5 45 4 22 
28-30 2 18 0 a 
31-33 a a 1 6 
Average 24.9 22·9 
Up to 1865 After 1865 
~ulJlbe~ of year§ Number Pe~nta@ Number Perc.:mtage 
2 2 14 2 9 
3 5 36 4 1.9 
4 a a 2 9 
5 2 " j. l,...,. J 14 
6 0 a 5 24 
l 1 7 .3 14 
8 J 21 1 " 5 
9 .. 7 1 5 .L 
Average 4.9 :.:: -
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tute for about five years, the early group entered and left 
Oberlin at an older age than the later group. The women who 
first went to the South during the war years entered Oberlin 
at an average age of 19. The post-1865 group entered the col-
lege at an average age of 16.8. The pre-Reconstruction group 
left Oberlin at an average age of 24.9. ThG post-war group 
left Oberlin at an average age of 22.9 ., In fact, not even 40 
percnt of 'the early group left Oberlin before the age of 25 
while over 70 percent of the later group l~ft before thE' age 
of 25. Thus, the members of the early year group completed 
their education at a later age (see Tables A.2, A.). A.4). 
Both groups of ',.."Omen entered the S01,..rthern work almost im-
, .• -
nwdiately after leaving O'berJ in. College 9 usuall y at most spend--
ir.g a single year elsewhe:ee to teach or rest . They entered 
the work among 'the 'blacks in -i;he full flush of their experi-
ence at Oberlin ready to commit themselves wholp.hear-tedly to 
the good work. The differences in the courses of the life 
cycles of these two groups. however. meant that the women in 
the groups would tend to have different conceptions about their 
labor in the South. The stronger cornmi tment expressed by the 
women in the earlier year group may not only have been dul'::! to 
the fervent feelings associated with Civil War rei'orm; it 
may also have been du.e. in part, to the fact that as slightly 
old 13 r women, the women who went to the South during the war 
may have been more willing to commit themselves strongly to 
a cause and to identii'y their life's calling when they first 
entered the Southern work. 
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For another group of Oberlin women. work with the ex-
slaves came at a different point in their life cycle patterns. 
A number of women who became missionaries and teachers to the 
freedpeople first went South during their years at Oberlin as 
part of a winter term teaching experience. Because these wo-
men want South in between their years at Oberlin. they were 
somewhat younger than most of the other Oberlin women who 
worked with the blacksl they averaged only 21 years of age 
when they first went to the SOtlth, Al though most of the wo-
men who went South during their attendance at Oberlin first 
began teaching during the war~ thei~ motivations seemed to 
more closely resemble those of the women who first worked with 
the blacks after ~, 865. The 1,ess fervent expressions of commit-
ment on the part of these women is not surprising, howeve:r.. 
given their younger age ~.nd their entrance into the work sale·· 
ly as a winter term teaching experience. They approached the 
work in the Sou·th as a chance to gain additional teaching ex-
perience. to have the opportunity to travel to a new area. and 
to act on the principles of service for a short period of time. 
Th,·ey enjoyed their work among the blacks but knew that they 
would return to Oberlin to resume the pursuit of their studies. 
Although most of the women who became teachers to the 
blacks first went to the South as single women, there was a 
" 
small group of women who entered the Southern field as married 
women working as partners to their husbands. They, too, came 
with different expectations to the work. In contrast to the 
majority of the teachers who went to the South as single wo-
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men, the married teachers were mature women when they first 
worked among the freedpeople; they averaged 40 years of age. 
All completed their studies at Oberlin before the end of the 
Civil War and therefore, received the fervent religious edu-
cation of the pre-war and war eras. Several of the married 
WO~8n had belonged to the Students ' Missionary Society while 
in attendance at Oberlin. Some of the women would come to 
the work with husbands y,ho had been among the first aboli tion-
lsts and. teachers to the black people. Most entered the South-
ern work only after acting as helpmates to their husbands in 
otheL missionary and teaching pursuits, approaching the labor 
with the freedpeople, therefore, as only one of many mission-
ary causes. The women who were married when they first went 
to the South sought employment under the AMA not only so as 
to be able to do something for the poor freedpeople in con-
jlmction with their husbands t la.bors but because of their own 
8trong convictions about missionary work as well. 
THE SOUTHERN WORK 
The Oberlin \"Iomen went to the South prepared to serve 
and to sacl."ifice themselves in the execution of God's work 
among the freed blacks. The AMA sought women willing to en-
dure hardship and toil for teaching in the South was arduous 
and strenuous labor. Most teachers taught a full day of 
classes, often two sessions--one morning and one afternoon. 
Lessons included instruction in mental and written arithmetic . 
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writing both with pens and on slates, singing, reading, ge-
ography, and recitation, in addition to religious and moral 
instruction. The normal difficulties of teaching were com-
pounded by the fact that most of the students varied greatly 
in their educational attainments. Rose Kinney and Esther Otis 
were the first teachers to organize a school for the blacks 
in Memphis, Tennessee. They divided the school witha 
Miss Otis taking the schools in the Alphabet 
and I ·che remainder. Her part numbers nearly 
twice mine, but she has a large class now that 
are reading quite well. I have now one class 
in the Third Reader, three in the Second and 
two in the Fi.rst. I have two classes beginning 
Roys First-part Ari'thmetic and should have more 
of the scholars studying but for my inability 
to get books. I have two spelling classes that 
are doing very well I think. 
We lave both practiced teaching genf'ral 
questions and repeating the multiplication 
table with the ~chclars during recess and at 
the close of school. We talk to the boys wh.ile 
the girls are out and to the girls while the 
boys are out. 
The room has not yet been divided, hence 
the hearlng of two classes at once makes some 
confusion but we are promised tent cloth and 
are living in hopes of having -the promise ful-
filled. 
In addition to regular classroom instruction, night classes 
were often given by the \,'omen for the adul ts in the community. 
The women also organized or attended Sabbath school sessions . 
distributed relief to ,the indigent when available, and made 
visits to the homes of black families in the community. They 
faced difficulties In getting basic school supplies such as 
paper, blackboards, and songbooks, and their students could 
ill afford to purchase basic books necessary for the lessons . 
Especially in the early years, when the women did pioneering 
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work, they even had trouble getting a schoolroom and benches . 
Classes would be held in the contraband hospital or in shacks 
which did not hold up in inclement weather. One teacher had 
to cancel her lasses because she did not want her pupils shiv-
ering in their seats when the stove could not heat the room. 
Another teacher dismis~ed her students when t he benches she 
had been using had to be returned to the freedpeople's church 
from whence they had been borrowed. 42 
The teachers also had difficulties finding housing for 
themselves. Southern white families refused to give them rooms 
and, for the most part. completely ostracized the Northern 
teachers . Teachers who went into areas as pioneers boarded 
wi th bl~>ck families or in the contraband hosp ~ tal although 
this latter arrangement became difficult when space was lim-
ited. Eventually the lU'VlA set up mission homes for their teach-
ers which were to operate as pseudo-family arrangements . But 
here~ also, difficulties arose. Friction sometimes developed 
among the teachers In 'the homes or between teachers and the 
superintendent. Matrons of the mi.ssion homes wrote of theIr 
problems in obts.ining basic food stuffs and household suppliec. 
Prices were so high that it was cheaper to have some goods 
shipped from New York. Individual teachers also had problems 
with their expanses, and they were sometimes chided by the 
AMA for their supposed extravagance. 43 ." 
The Oberlin female te~chers often worked for little or 
no pay. The AMA, always seeking to minimize its overhead ex-
penses, paid the women as little as a particular woman was 
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willing to work for. The Association was paricularly enthu-
siastic toward women who offered to pay their own travelling 
expenses or who were willing to give their services w:1. thout 
pay for a year. All of the female teachers were, of course, 
paid less than the men in the field. In the early years, wo-
men received ten d~lla~s per month, later raised to fifteen 
dollars per months the male teachers received twenty-five dol-
lars per month. The Association wa,s also usually slow in pay-
ing its teachers. In asking for back wages, Mattie Gerrish 
wrote to Reverend Erastus Cravathl 
Miss Ford an.d I 'Would like some money--we are 
near enough penniless to feel like missionaries 
if that is the requisite condition. But like 
other worldly people we prefer to have some 
greenbacks in our pockets and would like to re-
ceive the amount of our bills as soon as con-
venien"t 0 
Wages were so low that sometimes they did not even meet the 
basic needs of these women. When told of the raise in sala-
ries, Annette Marsh was very glad to hes.r of it, especially 
because prices were very high in the South and as garments 
wore faster than. she had anticipated, she had found it diffi-
4b· cult to even clothe herself • . 
The problems of entering a hostile and alien land, of 
teaching students of widely differing achievement levels, of 
conducting classes without basic supplies, of engaging in a 
work involving long hours and low pay all confronted the wo-
men who had so fervently asked for positions in the Southern 
work. The Oberlin women left their comfortable Northern homes 
to encounter the harsh realities of carrying out the mission 
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they had envisioned. The harshness of the toil tested the 
strength of the motivations and values that had propelled the 
women into work with the freed blacks . 
PERCEPTIONS OF THE WORK 
In spite of the numerous challenges, the harsh obstacles , 
and the low pay, the Oberlin women labored dutifully in the 
work with the blacks and continued to express many of the be-
liefs that had motivated them to apply for positions in the 
South. One characteristic the women perceived in the freed-
people particularly drew them and maintained them in the Sou~h­
ern work. The women believed tho.t the freedpeople hc>.d achieved 
a special spiritualness that made them receptive to God's gos-
pel and more closely drawn to the Lord. Henrietta Matson felt 
that many of the blacks she visited had a special affinity 
with God because of the suffering they had endured. Many 
times the ex-sla'ves had "suffered directly for the gospel's 
sake" by re~aining steadfast in their faith despite masters 
who banned their prayer meetings and prayers . "God ~ave spe-
cia..L. bl,Jssings of his spirit it would seem in listening to 
their stories ••• so manifest was his presence to them." 
Harriet Townsend had never found "a people so ready to receive 
the gospel." She felt that "the Spirit of God seems to have 
ta.ught these poor people in a wonderful manner." She saw a 
"hungering and thirsting after God, a sense of need and obli-
gation, too, in many souls which only the Spirit of God could 
have awakened • • • • And among these poor ignorant ones can 
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be found some of the most triumphant Christians ever met with." 
"There does not seem to be as much rubbish to clear away be-
fore bringing the truth to bear up~n the minds of these peo-
ple ; they have nevez- heard of skepticism.,,45 
Through their suffering the freedpeople seemed to have 
attained a spiritual l~vel which these women sought. Through 
their work among this long suffering race, the women attempted. 
in some measure at least, to duplicate and share the suffer-
ing cf the black people. Mary Baldwin encountered some trou-
ble with an overseer in her work on a plantaticn near Natchez. 
Mississippi, but she 
expec't(ed} to accept this as my portion here. 
One good I trust will result from it. I shall 
the better 'know how to pity the poor colored 
people. If they have borne such and tenfold 
worse treatment aJ..l their life--I surely can 
bear it patien'tly a short time. 
In another letter to "che AMA, she aga:ln expressed her desire 
fer and feeling 01' affinity with the freedpeople's suffer-ing. 
"Our ••• sacrifices -and discomforts ••• are nothing com-
pared with the joy and satisfaction of doing something for 
these poor needy ones " Ou!: trials bring us into sympathy wi. th 
them. ,,46 
The teachers were able to learn lessons of spirituality 
from the black people. Clara Duncan WetS thankful that God had 
permitted her to engage in the Southern work, for ~er work 
was providing as much benefit to herself as to her students ; 
she believed both she and her pupils were daily drawing nearer 
to God. Duncan wrote about her work alJlong the adults in Nor-
folk. Virginia: "It does me as much good as them and I feel 
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very near God among these old pilgrims almost home." In her 
labor in the South,Blanche Harris found "such a spirit of pa-
tience and kindness that it teaches me lessons of simplicity. 
love, and faith." About her visiting among the poor in Nat-
chez, Mississippi! she wrote a "Although we found want and 
wretchedness , I ce.me a'lf~ay feeling my spiritual faith renewed" 
because although the people were sick and without food, they 
still trusted in God. 47 
Among a people of such an extraordinary spiritual level. 
the Oberlin women felt more strongly than prevIously "that spe-
cial workers were needed who would be able to unde:cst,;f.nd, SYili-
pathize, and guide the ex-slaves. Harriet Townsend be.gg8d 
Brother. Henry Cowles to be careful in whom he should send to 
her as a co-laborer. '~Don 't send anyone unless they feel 
called of God. for if He calls "them. He will !!9uiR them. A.i1.d 
may it be someone who has had some real aquaintance wi.th the 
colored people ••• 0 And above all may it be one who has a 
deep sympathy with Christ in the love for perishing souls." 
Sara Stanley \vrote, 
I never realized until now what peculiar ele-
ments of char.El,cter are requisite to make us 
efficient instructors to these people--what 
foresight, penetraticn o keen discerr~ent, 
ready apprehension of the innumoralbe phases 
of dispositions and temperaments, tact in 
adoption of means and measures and above all 
hearts filled with sanctifying love of Christ 
and rich in the graces of the Holy Spirit. 
Pamela Webster realized "the need of special qualifications 
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for this work," and Lovina F. Markham felt that "if just the 
right teachers ~~re provided they with others on the ground 
might care for the missionary work, the poor money, the dis-
tribution of clothing and the music. I see no reason what-
ever why all this work may not be done properly and success-
48 fully" by the qualified workers o 
Further, the women came to believe that, as Oberlin wo-
men" they were specially qualified for the Southern work, for 
the nature of the labor required pa.rticular qualities long 
associated with and embodied by women. As they worked in the 
field, the women saw certain aspects of the labor among the 
freedpeople as peculiarly that of women. Kate Lord, for ex-
ample, felt that the amount of missionary work conducted amor.g 
thefamilie s of Moblle, AlabamGl., needed to be increased. She 
felt particularly suited for such a job, "(I) feel that God 
has given me the desire and the love for the advancement of 
this people which in some measure fits me for this work above 
all others." Her own additional ,duties as matron preyented 
her from continui'ng in the visiting work she had conducted 
the previous year. If the AMA did not want her to once again 
take on the missionary work, Lord asked for another ~man to 
be glven that job. "! don$t think a man could do it so welle 
The people Vlould not have so much confidence in a man." Har-
riet Townsend requested that the AMA send a co-worker to St. 
Louis to help her with the work in the contraband hospital and 
among the black soldiers. "Don't sen!! g gentlemen. Be he 
ever so good a brother, a woman is better. Black o,nd white 
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will listen to a woman more readily as I have seen proved and 
as the matrons tell me." To be sure , men were employed in the 
Southern work as well, and they, too, were expected to serve 
God and humanity and make sacrifices. But the men were in the 
more assertive positions in the work; they were the field sec-
retaries and the superintendents. They were responsible for 
representing the AMA before the Southern whites, and they had 
supervi8iOi1. over the teachers and missionaries 0 They provided 
influence through their prea.ching and teaching. The women 
labored "in a more quiet honorable wayo" They constituted thE: 
majority of the field laborers; they received less pay and 
less recognition. As eyangelical women, however, they pos-
sessed qualitie.s which suited them for day to day labor with 
the blacks; their own roles as serving and sacrificing indi-
virluals and their ability to extend their super ior moral in-
fluence made the women especiall.y capable for work with the 
long suffering black race. 49 
Continuities 
Thp. work in the South reaffirmed the wome11' s beliefs in 
the merits of service, sacrifice. and suffering, as they, too, 
sought t~e level of spirituality and the closeness to God that 
the blacks had achieved. Once in the work the women ,from Ober -
lin continued to express the beliefs that had motivated them 
to apply for positions in the South--the belief in service to 
G0d and humanity and the wi.llingness to sacrifice thernsel<'.f9s 
for the cause of educating and elevating the freedpeople. As 
the young pupils in Henrietta Matson ' s school expressed in-
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creasing interest in conversion, Matson wrote, "01 I dare no 
longer doubt that this is indeed God's work. I must acknowl-
edge his great mercy." The women continued to believe that 
they acted in conjunction with God in their labors wlth the 
blacks. "1 rejoice when I look back over the labors of the 
past year and see that I have through the power of God been 
the instrument of doing much good--not only in knowledge of 
letters but also in bringing some souls to see the error of 
their way." Harriet Goodrich felt herself to be a co-laborer 
of the Lord "and blessad is he, who 0 according to the ability 
given him. shall be found cooperating with God in this blessed 
work. O! What a privilege that he will Ie", us be cOl,vorkers 
with him by either carrying or sending his blessed gospel t o 
his poor and lonely ones. ,,50 
The v:romen continued to feel that God had desti.ned a great. 
future for the black people, and the women further believed 
that the work they did in the South would help elevate the 
blacks in preparation for that special destiny. Harriet Town,-
send found great 'joy in being able to help elevate the black 
race ~ "Oh it is glorious to see Africa's noble sons rising lip 
out of the depths of ignorauce in which they have so long been 
plunged. I cannot but feel that God has very gracious purp028S 
in regard to them. I am so glad the Lord ever sent me here." 
'rhe women truly believed that the mission they had undertaken 
was Extrememly importan-l;. "This is indeed a great work. God 
grant that we may be enabled to sow some seed which shall 
spring up and bear much fruit to the honor and glory of his 
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name." "I too thank God for giving me a part in this work. a 
work in which in but a few years it will have been an honor 
to have been engaged for these people now passing through the 
fire will yet be great and honored and powerful among nations 
\ 
of the earth."Sl 
The women' s effort,s now would be the key to the future 
Sllccess of the freedpeople. "My thoughts follow these chil-
dren along till I can see 'the same bright faces enter into a 
larger field of action. And I know what I teach them now will 
be making itself felt in the character then." The magnitude 
and importance of the task they had undertaken was very appar-, 
ent to the women. "There is a very great work to be done hert: 
and I have never felt it more than I have this last week while 
listen.ing to the stories of these people and seeing their pre--
sent condition." ~Ask for us wisdom that we may sow only good 
seed in this their springtime."S2 
Once in the work in the South, the women found that their 
labors among the ex-slaves re-enforced those principles of 
evangelical womanhood which had been emphasized at Oberlin. 
The women had gone out into the world to find Vlork. but t~ey 
did not subscribe to the capitalistic~ acquisitive values of 
the "male sphere." They had sought work which enabled them 
to retain those values which women embodied in the home and 
" 
which were in keeping with the precepts of Christian woman-
hood; they looked for work which served a greater good. Teach-
ing of the freedpeople gave the women more opportunity than 
other forms of teaching to accomplish good and give their ser-
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vices. "The work is one which I am engaged in heart and soul. 
It i s a work that I love and I think I can 'do more and accom-
plish greater good than I could by teaching a Common Public 
School." Ada Clapp found her happiest working hours as a la-
borer among the black people because "r felt that I was at 
least trying to do some~hing besides earning money. ,,53 
Work in the Southern field also fulfilled the needs of 
the women to abide by the Oberlin evangelical principle of 
practicing an active Christianity. This work was the chance 
for them to act on their religious beliefs. Sara Stanley be-
lieved that "Christian duty does not lie in reading and· musing 
on the beauty and perfection of the divine word, but in 'walk-
Ing in the Spirit~ in being 'steadfast, immovable, always 
abounding in the work of the Lord.;" She further believed 
that workers to the freedpeople should practice and dissemi-
nate the first principle of" "the religion of Christ~-the broth-
erhood of mano They must "recognize the deep underlying prin-
ciple that should give motive to action--God in man, Christ 
clothed in the holiness of the flesh." Not only did Henrietta 
Matson feel that she had the opportunity to practice her re-
ligious principles through the Southern work p but she further 
believed that she must instill in her pupils the same feeling 
about the importance of a practicing Christianity. "In our 
" 
school here while we are trying ·to g~. ve them the highest cul-
ture of mind which shall fit them: for this work to which they 
go forth, first and greatest and deepest is our desire to train 
them for God's service." Programs at Fisk University in Nash-
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ville, Tennessee. where Matson taught were devised for con-
verted students to become working Christians by going out in-
to the community as teachers, missionaries , and relief agents 
to spread the word of God and give aid. 54 
The Oberlin women remained sincerely committed to the 
cause in which they were employed. They believed that through 
thE:,~l" work in education they would help the blacks adjust to 
freedom, and they acted on this belief at great persenal sac-
rifice and hardship to themselves. Sai-'a Stanley deseribed her 
labor as ¢'arduous involving much self-abnegation on the part 
of the teachers.·i She further described her work as requiring 
her "to be a living sacrifice to God and duty." But -she con-
soled herself with these thoughts: ~Be not weary in we},l 
doing • • 0 • Christ has done so much for you. U; is so 1 '::t-
tIe you can do for him." In keeping with the principles of 
Christian woma~'J.hood, S"'canley ~ like the other Oberlin v:mnen. 
continued to believe that her work should mr:body sacriflc~ 
for God and for humanity.55 
The women corrtinually demonstrated this willingness to 
sacrifice in numerous ways. Al though they recei vea o:nly min-
imal wages, the women dipped into their ovm pockets again an.d 
again to finance their work in the Southern field. "Long ago 
sister and myself emptied our private purses. then we sold as 
much of our clothing as we could to raise money." Cereptis 
Copeland and her husband used money that was to have gone to 
the education of their own children in their labor among the 
freedpeople. Several of the women did without more renumera-> 
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tive teaching positions because of the obligation and commit-
ment they felt for the blacks. 
I can have a situation in the Public Schoo~ 
here if I wish it with a salary of forty-five 
dollars per month. But 'as I do not come to 
Kansas for any other purpose than to work among 
the Lord's precious poor I would not willingly 
engage in any other
6
work, if it is possible to 
get 'along withou:t.5 
Other women stayed on in their positions despite the 
harsh trials they experienced in the work, thus revealin/S the 
large degree of devotion they felt for the freedpeople. Both 
the room in which Mary Baldwin lived and the one in which she 
taught in Helena, Arkansas, were destroyed by fire~ most prob-
ably set by Southerners hostile to her teaching work . She 
lost many of her belongings in the fire I and her purse, con-
taining forty-eight dollars~ was stolen shortly after she left 
Helena o Still , she wrote George Whipple that she would be 
happy to return to the work immediately.57 
Rose Kinney perhaps epitomized the self-sacrificing teach-
er i going on with her labors among the freedpeople despite 
the numerous obstacles she encountered in her fir.st year in 
the work. She faced not only the trials of doing pioneer or -
ganizing of a school in the final years of the war, but also 
received no aid or communication from the AMA. She, therefor e , 
decided to leave the AMA and continue her teaching under the 
.: 
agency of another benevolent society since she did not think 
she was able or willing to endure another year such as the 
past. But she received sharp rebuke from George Whipple about 
her decision to leave the AMA and considered returning home 
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and giving up the work entirely , but. 
when I think of all I say no' let the trials 
come as they will. It was a.childish dream of 
mine that I might work somewhere in my Father's 
vineyard. The opportunity has been offered 
me • • • here among this ueople • • • I am ready 
to do anything where I can see that it will ad-
vance the cause for which we are laboring most.58 
Even after beginn~ng their work wi tll the ex"slaves and 
facing the hard realities of the labor, some of the 'Nomen 
remained so committed to the cause that not only did they ex-
press a willingness to deyotE: their lives to the work and sac-
.riflee material possessions and comforts, but they expressed 
a willingness to giYe u.p their lives for the wo:-k as weLL 
"You know why I catle here because my heart and soul were in 
this work and I ~.m prepared to give u.p everything ~en lif8 
for the good of the cause." Ma.ry Baldwin expressed this same 
sentiment of ultimate sacrifices "I often felt that if I lost 
health or even life there that I could never give it in a 
better place or cause. ,,59 
'l'he women expressed such ei~tra.ordinary willingnes~-: to 
~33.crifice not only because they were ar.:ting on the principle s 
of evangelical womanhood, but also because they tru.ly derived 
great pleasure from their work among the blacks and felt strong 
att8.chments to those whom they taught. "I did not suppose U~ 
possible to feel teaching ca~b,cll and First Reader the enthu-
siasm and excitement which I do everyday. I enjoy it to my 
utmost capacity because my pupils are 90 enthusi9.stic and I 
of course partake of it," Ermna Stickney did not even beli eVt~ 
that the work she had undertaken involved sacrifice so great 
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was her enjoyment. "It is no self-denial to work for them 
here, but I think it is a great pleasure. ,,60 
Many of the women bec~~e very attached to the people they 
worked among. "I do love this work and I do love these chil-
dren and among the old people I have made some warm friends," 
After she returned "co Memphis, Tenn.essee. for the start of 
a n2W school term, Henrietta Matson also expressed strong fe t·: -
ings about those whom she taught~ 
I have been teaching nearly four weeks in Lin-
coln Chepsl again with the bright da.rk faces 
once more about me and am as happy as I can wish 
to be on ea.rth. My heart hr s leal/ed with joy co.t 
the thought of meeting these . people again and the 
reality 1s as much as I had hoped. 
It pained the teachers to leave their schools. "I cannot en-
dure the though:\~ of leaving my achool here. The poor little 
children begged me not to leave them. I would not if it was 
left to my choice. Oh! I cant I cant leavei what shall I do?" 
When these women failed to return to their field of labor . as 
was often the case, they fervently stated that they would "nev-
er forget to present "this people before the throne of grace. ,,61 
The women believed that they were bringing about changes 
in their work for the blacks and that they were moving towards 
the goal they had envisioned of laying the foundation for the 
future of this people. Many reports were sent of schools that 
v/ere flourishing finely and of the rapid progress being made 
by the black pupilso The women saw evidence of their own ac-
ccmplishments. "We saw a great improvement in our scholars 
in knowledge and deportment. There is very much to encourage 
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the teachers in their work. We are sure that the seed has 
not been so~m in vain, for the fruits are already seen." He::n-
rietta Matson took her pupils' serious deportment and reli -
giousity as evidence of great accomplishment in her school. 
Changes 
One gets a glimpse of the changes wrought in 
our land upon entering Lincoln Chapel during 
the opening ~xercises of the school. Several 
hundred pupils of all ages and shades are as-
sembled with the teachers in different parts 
of the room. All are furnished with books from 
which are read in concert portions of the scrip-
ture--several hymns are sung and then every head 
is bowed and all unite with our
6
Superintendent 
in repeating the Lord~s prayer. 2 
Not all of the women, howeyer, maintained such lofty vi-
sions of their work . Pamela Webster had hoped to do a ·great 
deal for the freedpeople of Macon, Georgi~" but after, a few 
months of very arduous labor, she resigned her8elf to being 
satisfied if she could accomplish only a very little for she 
and her htISband "have scarcely yet made a beginning." She 
realized that her possibilities of bringing about true change 
in such a vast field were actually only very Sligh"C. 6) 
Because of their inability to continue to provide educu-
tion on a ma.ss scale for the Southern blacks ~ in the final 
years of Reconstruction, the teachers, as well as the fu~A, 
began to focus their efforts for change on blacks who could 
" 
be trained to become teachers and go forth to educate and up-
lift their own people. Efforts were focused in the normal 
schools and large universities on students who showed a sin-
cere desire to continue their education in spite of the enoY'-
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mous obstacles they encountered. Scholarship money was given 
to these individuals so that they could cohtinue their educa-
tion and become teachers. The women began to see their work 
as the training of black teachers "to go forth and scatter 
light among their own paople ... 64 
In addition to the narrowing of the vision of reform pos-
sibilities l another change in the perceptions of Oberlin wo-
men can be seen after they have spent some time in the wOl.~k 
in the South. The women had entered the labor wi ttl the freed-, 
people believing th.at the blacks w~re destined for a grea:t fu--
ture and later expressed the belief that the suffering the 
hl~ck people had undergone p:rovided them with an elevated spir-
i tual level. Once in -the wor};:: ~ however, ·i,.he women found. that 
not only did they need to fill the void of decades without ed-
ut:ation and proper moral training, but they also came to be~ 
l.ieve tha-c they needed to ~-educate the blacks espeCially in 
the religious rea,lm. Blanclje Ha..:'ris felt that "I am doing 
much toward their int.allectual culture and it is my desire 
that they may see the need oftileir spiritual culture at the 
same time." A contradiction arose in the beliefs of the wo-
men as they felt on the one hand that the ex-slaves had achieved 
greater spiri tuali ty because of "tileir suffering, but on the 
other hand, the womenfel-c that they must re-orient the -blacks 
" 
in th('>ir religious lives. Ha,rriet Townsend wrote: "I still 
feel this is a blessed work--one which yields much to encourage 
the laborers. And yet I find that 0 ••• with many salva-
tion means only salvation from Hell while salvation.from sin 
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they seem to have very little idea of." "Many know nothing of 
the atonement, nothing of 'Christ's work, to them religion is 
breaking off eternal sins and praying till they have prayed 
so much that God concludes to forgive them. ,,65 
Those women who went down during the later years of the 
war further came to fee~ that they were in combat with an 
evil which threatened th.e black people. Kate Lord saw the 
great need for her instruction and guidance for h~r students 
especially in the religious arena. 
I see so much good to be done or perhaps better 
evil to be checked. There are many words of 
comfort, help and encouragement I can give to 
those of our scholars who have found Jesus dur-
ing the past year and to those who are still 
seeking the,~~y of salvation. The Christians 
in these churches tell them they have n.o reli-
gion because they did not gg~ it as they did and 
the Evil one takes this opportunity to cause them 
to fear •••• Of course, our scholars are brought up 
to the belief of' sights and dreams of thunder 
and lightning and so forth and it is not Gur~ 
prising they do not quite understand their ovm 
feelings some times. 
The women came to vievi their efforts in the South as more than 
providing the freedpeople with the opportunity of receiving 
an education that had been denied them during their years under 
slavery: the women came to believe that their tasks inclu6~d 
showing the blacks the error of their ways and the insuffi-
66 ciency a.nd even evil of their own religious customs, as well . 
Despite this new concentration of resources and energies 
fJ!1 training black teachers ~ this belief that the changes the 
~\brthern teachers th.emselves could bring about on behalf or 
the blacks were limited, and the discovery of the need to re-
,~d\)cate the ex-slaves and combat the evil which threatEr,1cd 
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them, the women maintained their belief in the importance 
of laying a religious and educational foundation for the fu-
ture of the blacks through their teaching efforts. In fact, 
the women not only continued to believe that they were laying 
the foundation for the future of the black people, but some 
of the women came to believe that they were providing the .Q,!} '. 
J...Y means by which the freedpeople could hope to uplift them-
selves out of the legacy of slavery. Both Pamela Webster. who 
felt she was only making incremental progress in her work, and 
Kate Lord, who saw the need to save her pupils from the evil 
one, voiced strong confidence in the work they had undertaken . 
After a few months in the Southern. field, Pamela Webster believed 
iilore strongly than ever befor.e that "the hope of this people 
is in the. proper training of the children and youth in t1.0 
Sunday and Day Schools." Kate Lord, feeling slightly dis-
couraged about her success in converting her students wrote: 
"I feel more than ever that the only thing that is going to 
elevate this people is the religious instruction they have. 
Their education will be worse than none unless they are S1.;.r-
rounded with Christian lnfluences." As Henrietta Matson saw 
the chances for employment for the newly freed blacks limited 
to farm tenant labor, she came to see education as t he "one 
hope of the freedpeople: U no other means of advancement wa.s 
open to them. The women retained their belief in the impor-
tance of providing a religious and educational foundation for 
the blacks, but it was now more particularly to elevate Lb.em 
out of slavery, not to prepare them to become great and pcwer -
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ful among the nations of the earth. 67 
Influence of th~tl1storic~ Context 
In looking at the motivations of the women who became 
teachers and missionaries to the blacks in the South~ we saw 
differences in the fee~ings, beliefs, and desires articulated 
by the women who first entered the Southern work during the 
Civil W8.r and those articulated by the women who first went 
South after the war. Similarly, in looking at the perceptions 
and beliefs of the Oberlln women af.ter they began their work 
of teaching the black people 1 we find that differences in the 
hi.storical context seemed to have affectl:3d the women's atti-
tude s towards the reform in which they engaged. As was seen 
before in looking at the motivations of the Oberlin women, the 
group of womerl who went South during the war continued to ar-
ticulate the views of service .to God and humanity and of ~ac­
rifice after they entered the Southern labor; the high minded 
religious beliefs with.which they approached the labor with 
the freedpeople were reinforced. They continued to beli~ve 
that they were doing God's wor'k, tha.t they were acting as his 
co-laborers in the field, that they were preparing the blacks 
for the great future destined by God for them. Mary Baldwin 
and Clara Duncan, who both first entered the work in the early 
years, remained willing even to sacrifice their lives to the 
work. The early group of women alEo usually included those 
who expressed the belief that the blacks had attained a ~~Llpe­
rior spiritual level through their suffering. 
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The women going South later, again , did not express these 
broad religious beliefs. This absence is not surprising, how-
ever, sincp. the women who went South after the war had not 
approached the work with the same high minded religious moti-
vations nor had they faced·the same priva.tions in their labors 
(because they were' teaching in already established schools) 
as had the women who began teaching during the Civil !lJar. The 
women who went South later were extremely interested in the 
work with the blacks and very devoted and attached to the peo-
ple they taught. They also sh.ared with the early group c.r 
teachers the belief that s'Peci~.lly qu.alified workers were needed 
in the work, and that as women. they were in possession of th~ 
:cequisi te qualities which would make 'chem effective laborers 
In the South. But they had a narrower conception of what th.?.i.r 
work entailed and of the possibilities of reform. As the SCOp2 
of their endeavors ('~on.tracted a..'"1d their efforts for education 
alj,d change were concentrated in normal schools, collAges, and 
universities, they sa.w theil" work as combatting evil} as pre-
venting the harm that would ensue if their guidance was not 
adhered to . Although they retained a belief in the importance 
of the educational groundwork they were laying, the women who 
went South later did not believe, as had the wome~ who began 
~8aching during the war, that their efforts were tq. prepare 
this people for a great destiny as a powerful nation; rather. 
their work was simply the means by which they could elevate 
the blacks out of the degrada~ion wrought by slaveryo ~heYt 
for the most part, did not share with the early group the be-
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lief in the special spirituality of the black people and the 
belief in the wider purposes to. God and humanity of their mis-
sion. 
COMMITMENT TO THE WORK 
Almost all of the Oberlin women expressed strong beliefs 
about their desire to enter into the work among the freedpec-
ple and continued to feel strongly towards the blacks and their 
labors amidst them. once they had begun. teaching in the South. 
Yet, very few of the Oberlin women actually devoted their lJ..ves 
to the cause of aiding to uplift the ex-slaves. For most. the 
Southern labor proved to be only a temporary mission. The wo -
men then went on to pursue different vocations which encompassed 
such varying fields as marriage and foreign missionary work. 
rrhe Oberlin women differed in their degree of commitment to 
teaching of the freedpeople and in the way they acted on the 
commitment they expressed. 
Influence of the Hist.orical Context 
As the historical context shaped the motivations of the 
Oberlin women and the point in their life cycles at which they 
chose to enter the Southern work, so it also helped to deter-· 
mine the length of service the women devoted to the work with 
the ex-slaves. The women who went to the South in the early 
period. while the Civil War was still being fought. usually 
devoted between one and three years of their lives to service 
among the freedpeople; only one of these twelve women spent 
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a very large period of time in the South. The women who went 
South during the later years fell into two distinct groups . 
The majority of the women spent less than f"our years among 
the blacks; usually giving between one and two years of ser-
vice in the South and then moving on rapidly to other vocations. 
However a. significant minority of the later group of women. 
over 40 percent, spent four or more years in the work" In ad-
dition~ almost one quarter of the women who went South after 
the war spent eight or more years among the freedpeople. The 
women who went South earlisr were devoting a short length of 
service to the Southern labor while those who went South later 
were divided between the women who gave large amounts of time 
to teaching the blacltEl a.nd the women who moved on rapidly (see 
Table A. 5) • 
It is perhaps somewha.t surprising that the Oberlin women 
who began teaching in the South in the early years shoutd. on 
the whole, be spending a relatively short period of time in 
th.e work among the i'reedpeople while a fairly large proportion 
of the women. who went South later were spending much longer 
periods of time among the blacks. The early group of women 
comprised those who had expressed the most fervent cowmitments 
to the Southern work. Th.ey had even exprEssed the willingness 
to sacrifice their lives to the cause in which they were en-
" 
gaged 0 The women who first went South during the' war years 
~lso maintained the feelings of service and sacrifice for God 
and. humanity once they had encountered the harsh reality of 
labor among the black people. Yet, they stayed for a relative-
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Table A.5: ~umber 2f Years Teachers Spent in the South 
Up to 1865 After 1865 
Number of years Number Percentage Num'ber Percentage 
Less than 1 1 7 2 9 
Less than 2 4 29 8 )8 
2-) 5 )6 2 9 
4-5 ) 21 4 19 
6-7 0 a 0 0 
8-9 0 0 2 9 
10-15 0 0 1 c: j 
16-20 1 7 0 0 
21-30 0 0 1 .5 
31-,1+0 0 0 1 c .J 
Average 3.6 5·5 
" 
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ly brief period of time in the Southern work. 
By looking at the life patterns the women in the early 
period followed after leaving the Southern work, however, the 
explantion for such a discrepancy becomes clear. The women 
who went to the South during the Civil War years remained com-
mi tted to m.issicnary and teaching work, to service for God. 
but felt that their calling encompassed a wider field than 
solely that of work among the freedpeopleo They went on to 
spend more years working as foreign miss.ionaries, as mission-
aries to the In.dians j and doing various other sorts of teach-
ing a.nd evangelical \'Iork. 
Esther Maltby, for example, spent only two years in work 
among the freedpeople when, dur.ing the Civil War. she taught 
in Hampton, Virginia. But Maltby found her vocation as a prin-
ciple of a girls' school in Bulgaria under the services of the 
American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions; hen' she 
spent 48 years of service. . He~~ calling embraced a wider sphs!'e 
than that of service exclusively to the blacks; it includ~d 
., 1 . . k 68 a.1._ mlss~onary wor . • 
Niary Stinebaugh only worked for OrlH year as a tea~her in 
the South; in 1864, after spending a year as an army nursp. , 
she taught the freedpeople of Natchez p -!vlississippi. Stine-
baugh continued with her mission~ry and teaching work after ,. 
leaving the South, however. She taught in Adrian. Michigan , 
for one year and then engaged in evangelical work in Attica 
and Reedburg, Ohio, before her marriage. During the lifetime 
of her husband, she continued in the se same labors, assis '~ing 
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him in hi s teaching, preaching, and lecturing work. After 
his death, Stinebaugh taught in South Dakota for another ten 
years and also was an active 'Q;emperance organizer. Al though 
she spent only a short period of time in the South, Stinebaugh 
actively participated in missionary and teaching work up until 
the last two years of her life. 69 
The women who first began teachL:1g in the South after 
the war, however, followed somewhat different life patterns. 
Many of these women stayed only a. very short period of time 
in the work, moving on to other missionary and teaching work 
or other vocations as had their counterparts in the earlier 
group. They were not as consistent in actively integr&.ting 
their missionary activities into their. later years, however. 
M.attie Callahan 0 for example, spent one year in the South. 
She then taught for another three months in Shefiield, Ohio, 
before her marriage. Although she sometimes taught in Sabbath 
schools after her marriage, Callahan spent the rest of her 
life as a housewife. She gave one year of intense commit-
ment to evangelical principles through her '#ork in the South 
but did not feel compelled to actively continue wi"lih this type 
of J.3.bor after leaving the Southern work. 70 
But a significant group of the women who went South during 
Reconstruction gave relatively large amounts of time to labor 
in the South. As these women narrowed the focus of their work 
among the blacks, as they' retreated into the large normal 
schools and universities~ they were able to establish a more 
stable workplace for themselves and devote themselves more ex ,· 
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clusively and more comfortably to the concerns of the black 
people, they were better able to devote large blocks of time 
to their work in the South than had the women who went South 
during the war years for ttH~se reasons. 
This group of women who went to the South after the Civil 
War was also not as likely to integr'ate missionary acti vi ties 
actively into their later years. Sarah Paddock, for example, 
taught for four yes,rs among the freedpeople in Montgomery, 
Alabama, Chattanooga, Tennessee~ and Nashville, Tenessee. Al-
though she gave more of her life to service amo~g the ex-slaves 
than did the nonnal Oberlin woman who began teaching in th(~ 
South during the war years, Paddock did not actively pursue 
her missionary inclinations beyond her labor in the South. 
Almost immediately upon leaving the Southern work, she married 
Henry B. Wolcott and spent the rest of her life as a horr,emc~ker. 
Kate Lord and Anna Raylor spent seven and eight years respee-
tively as teachers to the blacks. They both married immediate-
ly after leaving the worle in th,e South and completed their 
lives as homemakers. They fulfilled their commitment to re-
form work during 'cheir years in the South and did not go on 
to engage in teaching and missionary work in other fields. 71 
The Black Tea~her~ 
'llhe Vlomen who perhaps showed the strongest consistent COffi-
mi tment to teaching ar.,d missionary work among the blacks were 
the black female teachers . from Oberlin. These women seemed 
to give a much larger portion of their lives to the work with 
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the freedpeople than the other teachers. Louisa Alexander 
worked for about 22 years among the blacks in South Carolina, 
Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi, an~ Alabama. Rebecca Massey 
also gave much of her working life to service to the freedpeo-
pIe. She taught for four years under the AMA at Fisk Univer-
sity. She then spent seven years teaching at Atlanta Univer-
si ty followed by three years at Lincoln Insti -Cute l.n Missouri 
until her health failed her. Blanche Harris taught for three 
years under the AMA in Virginia and Tennessee. She continued 
her work in the public schools of Tennessee before and after 
her marriage for about 25 years and then did similar work. in 
Oberlin and North Carolina for another 20 years. Sara Stanley 
entered the Southern work at the age of 25 and labored fcur 
and one half years among her people before her marriage at the 
age of 29. She continued her work among the blacks for as 
long as she was able after her marriage although nc longer 
under the auspices of the. AMA as she had encountered strong 
racially connected problems in her last year with that society . ?2 
Perhaps another measure of the strength of the commitment 
0f the black teachers to their labors with the fr2edpeople 
WEtS their willingness to remain in the work despj te the pre j .. 
ud.iclJs which they faced. Often, the women encountered d1.ffi-
c0.lties within the AMA j itself. Blanche Harris and her sis-,. 
ter went as teachers to Natchez, Mississippi, with several 
ather teachers from the AMA. Instead of living in the missior. 
heme, Blanche and her sister boarded with a black women in "t;he 








j)/~~ r.1e {iI "fit: ~ 
Blanche V. Harris 
Source: Oberlin 
fluence would be greater, if we were to board with our own 
people." But 
Mr. Wright called on me one day, while I was 
sick, and stated, that my board was too ex-
pensive, more than the society were (sic) will-
ing to pay. That arrangements were being made 
for me to come to the mission house. that I 
would b~ obliged to room with. two of the do-
mestics. And·that I must not expect to eat 
at the first table. And might come in the 
sitting room sometimes. My room was to be 
my home. 
Ha'rri s continued in her letter wi.th other examples of the rac-
ism of those in charge: "Mr. Litts and Mr. Wright seemed de-
'termined to ha.ve us go in the countl~y or any place but Natchez." 
"Mr. Wright remarked that although he had brought us d()wn we 
could not compare vlith the white ladies." However, Harris' 
commitment to her people kept her in the field, 
Sometimes we get discouraged and think we had 
better resigny and then we know tl.at we must 
suffer many things • • • • Irle know that our 
heavenly father's eye is upon us a.nd he will 
take care of us when all others forsake • • . . 
we know and feel that there is plenty of work 
to be done and feel willing to s:.~crifice much 
to see our race elevated , ?] 
Life Cycle a.nd Comm..i tment 
We haVe looked at how the historical cycle of reform af-
fected the lives of the Oberlin women and shaped their motlva-
tions and commitment to the Southern 'Nark. But a.nother. dimen-· 
sion is important in looking at the Oberlin women who became 
missionary teachers to the newly freed blacks. We must look 
at their life cycle pa.tterns and determine how the m~rital 
status composition of the teachers shaped their work and their 
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commitment to the labor with the blacks. 
First, let us look at the small group of women who entered 
the Southern work as married women. We discovered previously 
that these women differed from the single women in that they 
entered the work as mature women and as partners to their hus-
bands. The married women also differed in the way they acted 
on their commitment to work with the blacks. On the average, 
they spent 10.8 yea.rs in the South, a much longer period of 
commi tment; than that given by the single women on the whole. 
In addition, none of the married women spent less than four 
years in the South, and half of the women (three out of six) 
spent t~n years or more in the wo~k. Much of the service giv-
en by the married women was probably not confined to tea~hing 
as they continually aided their husbands by tending to house-
work, guests. and children) provided a horne for the other un-
married teachers, and helped with Sabbath school teaching. 
Some of the women, such as Luretta Stickel and Sarah 
Barnum p remained with their husbands in the work with the 
hlacks for most of the remainder of their lives. Stickel 
taught music to the black students in various schools through~ 
out the South and also assisted her husband in his duties as 
treasurer of Fisk University from 1884 to 1904. Sarah and 
,Joseph Barnum moved to Memphis, Tennessee, sometirr.e after the 
" 
war and took charge of the schools for the blacks in that city 
for ten years. Just as they had corne to the South as one of 
many other missionary fields, others in this group of married 
'ivomen accompanied their husbands into different pastorates 
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after they left the South. Elizabeth Candee , for instance . 
acted as minister's wife in Berlin Heights, Ohio, for three 
years before going South to Berea, Kentuchy, for eight years. 
From Berea, Kentucky, she and her husband went on ~o numerous 
other pastorates in various points in Ohio and Michigan. 74 
The majority of the women who went to the South went as 
single women, however. Some of these women would remain sin-
gle while others would go on to marriage. Among those who be~ 
gan teaching in the South while they were still single, J4 
percent of the white women never married while 66 percent even-
tually did marry. This figure for singlehood is only slightly 
higher than that found for all women who went to Oberlin In-
stitute where it is estimatad that 22.2 percent of the women 
who finished theil" stUdies in the decade from 1857 to 1866 did 
not marry and 31.7 percent of those who finished in the decade 
f 186"'" t 1876 . d ",! 1 75, . t" 1 rom (0 rema~ne .:..Lng e. l-ipprOXl.ma e.J...Y equa_ pe:c-
centages of the women who remained single and those who even·· 
tually married comprised the groups who went South during the 
war years and after the war. About one third of the women whe 
never married and one third of the women who eventually married 
first went to the South up through the year 1065. 'l'wo thirds 
of each of those groups bega.n teaching in the South after 186.5 
(see Table B.l). 
As had the historical context, the eventual marital sta-
tus of the Oberlin women also seemed to determine their length 
of service among the freedpeople, one measure of their commit-
ment to the causeo Those women who never married stayed longer 
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liB" Tables I Biographical Data on Oberlin Single Female 'reachers 
According to Eventual Marital Status* 
*Includes only white women who went South after leaving Oberlin . 
Table B.! Teachers' Yirst Year in the South 
Unmarried Married 
Year Number Percenta@ Number Percentage 
1863 J 25 1 3 13 .-~ 
1864 0 ~ ) J3 2 9 ' 35 1865 1 3 13 S 
1866 0 
1 ~ l 0 
0' '1 
i 
1867 2 2 9 I 
1868 0 0 l. 4 i 
1869 1 8- 0 
i o 1 
18 70 0 0 3 13 I 
1.871 2 17 67 1 
j 
65 4 , 
1872 1 8 4 1'1 \ 
1873 1 
~ ) 
1 4 \ 
1874 1 0 0 1 
1875 0 ~ 13,: .J 
Source (all B Tables): compiled from Oberlin College Alumni 
and Archives Files on former studentsJ Annual Reports of the 
American Missionary Association~ 1863-1875; and Archives of 
the American Missionary Association, Amistad Research Center. 
New Orleans, Louisiana. 
'fable B. 2: Number of I.ears Teachers Spent in: the South 
Number of Years 
Less than 1 




























































in the work with the blacks. Thirty-three percent of the wo-
men who remained unmarried taught for over ten years in the 
South~ the longest length of service in the South of any of 
the women who did marry, however, was only eight years. Only 
one-quarter of the women who remained single spent less than 
two years in the South, but over half of the women who even-
tually married taught for such a short period of time. The 
women who remained single, therefore, gave more years of ser-
vice as teachers to the freedpeople (see Table B.2). 
Further differences in the life cycle patterns of these 
two different groups of women are apparent which may help to 
explain the different; expectations with which they would ap-
proach the Southern work. The women who remained unmarried 
came to the Southern field at an older age than those who even-
tually married. The women who never married averaged 26.5 
years of age when they first became teachers to the freedpeo-
ple; those who subsequently married averaged 2).5 years of 
age (see Table B.]). 
The difference between these two groups of women in age 
upon first entering the So~thern work was due, in part, to a 
more general difference in their life cycle patterns. The 
women who never married entered Oberlin at a younger age than 
those who subsequently married. Fifty--four percent of the wo-
," 
men who never married entered Oberlin before the age of 16 . 
In contrast, only 11 percent of the group who eventually mar-
ried entered Oberlin at such a young age. Instead, those who 
eventually married, for the most part, were entering Oberlin 
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between the ages of 16 and 21. Those who never married not 
only entered Oberlin at an earlier age, but they also left 
Oberlin at a later age than the women who did marry. Not even 
half of the women who remained single left Oberlin before the 
age of 25. Almost 70 percent of the women who did marry left 
before that age. Those'women who remained single were clearly 
spending a greater number of years at Oberlino Three-quarters 
of. these women spent five years or more at the school. Only 
43 percent of the women who subsequently married spent five 
years or more at the college (see Tables B. 4, B.5. B.6). 
The women who remained unmarried were leaving Oberlin at 
a later age, a.nd therefore. were also entering "he Southern 
v.0rk at a later age. This group of women also tended to be 
older their first year in the South because a number of them 
did engage in other kinds of teaching or missionary work or 
other occupations between their. career at Oberlin and. the ~ime 
when they chose to seek employment with the AlVlA. Most of the 
women who eventually married/ however, wen~ into the Southern 
wo~('k immediately upon leaving Oberlin. 
Because the women who rema5.ned single were entering the; 
Southern work at an older age and after more lengthy educa-
tional and work experiences than those women who did marry, 
the women who remained single seemed to approach their work 
in the South with a different object in mind than the other 
group of women. In fact~ the women who remained single se emed 
to be first going into the Southern work at about the age of 
fc.ar:ciage of those who eventually married. 'llhey went down at 
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Unmarried 
Number of year.§ 
2 
Numbe:r- ' Percentage 
1 8 
3 1 8 
4 1 8 
5 2 17 
6 .3 25 
7 1 8 
8 2 17 










































the age of 26.5, and the other group married at the average 
age of 27.8. Having seemingly set themselves on a different 
life course, the 'Women who never married seemed to be in search 
of a vocation when they entered the Southern work rather than 
simply in pursuit of a period of intense commitment ~o evan-
gelical principles as were the women who subsequently married. 
Some of the women who remained unmarried would find the voca-
tion they sought in the Southern field while others would spend 
a couple of years in the work and move into a different field 
of la.bor which better sui ted their vocational purposes ,. 
~!ot all of the women who went South and remained sLlgle 
.found that work among the freedpeo'Ple was a. proper and satis-
fying vocation for themselves. Some spent a year or two in 
the South and then entered other, more satisfactory miss2,on-
ary or teaching endeavors. AdelIa Royce taught only for one 
and one half years among the blacks of Chattanooga. Te~Jlessee. 
For the following 13 years she would teach in Hawaii, Michigan, 
and .Illinois until her return to Oberlin for health reasons. 
She then remained in Oberlin with her mother and also worked 
as a bookkeeper in the store of her brother-in~law. Celia 
Burr wou.ld teach for morei:.han 40 years of her life. but only 
would spend one year in tne labor among the freedpeople. She 
wonld find her vocation as a 'teacher in the public ,·schools of 
Oberlin J,here she worked for 39 years although she taught at 
Berea College in Kentucky during . the winter vacation mOYl.ths. 76 
Some of the women found their vocation in work under the 
AMA; but changed in their constituency and location. Amelia 
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Ferris left Oberlin at the age of 25 and immediately began 
teaching among the freedpeople. She gave 15 years of labor 
to the blacks of Chattanooga. Tennessee, and of Atlanta, 
Georgia. She then taught for another 13 years under the 
agency of the AMA but changed to work among the mountain 
whites of Williamsburg,"Kentucky. Eliza Mitchell also found 
her vocation with the AMA but did not devote all of her 
labCJrs solely to the blacks. She entered work with the blacks 
as a mature women at the age of 36 having "passed through 
a series of varied and trying experiences which have served 
to develop strength of character and power of endurance." 
She worked for five ye.ars in the Southern field, part of that 
time as head of the orphan asylum for the blacks of Atlanta. 
Still working for the A~A, she then became matron of an 
asylum for the blj n.d in Wisconsin for two yea.rB and the matron 
of the Lakeside Hospital in Cleveland where she worked for 
about 20 years. 77 
Other women who remained single found their vocation by 
doing vard..ous kinds of missionary work under different 
organizations 0 Henrietta Matson originally left Oberlin 
in 1862 with the express purpose of becoming a foreign 
missionary among the heathen of West Africa. She spent 
three years a-t the Mendi Mission but returned to the United 
States, her health unable tc endure the climate there. After 
two years of rest, she began her labors among the blacks of 
the South at the age of 28 in the fall of 1867. Unable 
to fulfill her desire to be a foreign missionary, Matsot! turned 
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to missionary work among the freedpeople and labored in 
Memphis, Tennessee~ and in Nashville, Tennessee, at Fisk 
University for 21 years. In 1888 she again entered the 
foreign field as a missionary teacher at a girls ' boarding 
school in India where she remained for four years. The 
following year Matson again taught at Fisk University ana 
subsequently taught in a missionary training school in 
Lo~don for several years. In la.ter years she engaged in 
Ii terary work and continued with her work in missionary trai.!I.-
ing schcols. Matson gave much of her life to teaching among 
the blacks but still continued to search out her vocation in 
other missionary fields as wel1. 78 
Rose Kinney also devoted a considerable t'lllount of ser-
vice to the black people. She went South in the fall of 1863 
at the age of 26 as one of the first group of pioneers in the 
Southern work. She taught for 17 years among the freedpcople 
of Mississippi, Tennessee i Gecrgia, Arkansas j and Texas. She 
also cared for her aged parents for ten years in between her 
teaching work. In 1890 Kinney became a foreign missionary to 
the Caroline Islands where she spent the next sC!ven years. 
Because of failing health~ she returned to America but con-
tinued her missionary and temperance work in Illinois, Xansa!'1, 
and Colorado. Rose Kinney had felt called to the labor among 
" 
the freed people, ~nd she felt it provided her with a vocation, 
an answer to the question of what God would have her to do. 
She remained in the work despite problems with her health a.nd 
problems that were rampant in the early work among the blacks. 
-72,-
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She continued her missionary work in her later years but moved 
into other new fields rather than remaining solely in work 
among the freedpeople. 79 
Helen Morgan was unique among the women who went South 
to teach. She was the only one of the women who truly found 
a permanent vocation in the work among the freedpeople; she 
devoted 38 years of her life to teaching at Fisk University 
in Nashville, Tennessee. Morgan graduated from Oberlin with 
a degree from the Classical Course. She spent three years 
teaching in Michigan and Iowa before entering the SOlF::hern 
worlt at Fisk in September of 1869. She would remain at Fisk 
until her retirement in 1907. Morgan eventually became pro-
fessor of Latin at the university and took on numerous execu-
tive duties as well. She held the most highly esteemed p(;si-
tion of any of those Oberlin women who taught in the South. 
Repeatedly~ she 'turned down more lucrative teaching positions 
in the North for through her work at -Fisk, More;an was able 
to move towards her own career advancement. She was given a 
full pr0fessorship at the university. She realized full well 
that she performed as well in her job as a man would be abJ.e 
to do but she received lower wages. She accepted the lower 
wages in exchange for a prestigious employment in a work she 
enjoyed and had talent for .80 .' 
The women who were single when they went South but even~ 
tually married approached their work in the South with a dif-
ferent intention than those women who never married. For 
these women, their years in the South seemed to constitute a 
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period in their lives of intense commitment to the principles 
of Oberlin evangelicalism before they went on to marriage and 
a different type of interpretation of Christian womanhood. 
The women went down at a younger age than those who remained 
single, able to devote a number of years to work in the South 
but still complete, their interpretation of evangelical woman-
hood in marriage. For them. teaching was in fact a prelude 
to .marriage. and for the most part, they were not in search 
of a permaYip.nt vocation. 
Of course the two groups of women did not follow mutually 
exclusive lifecycle patterns. There were women who eventually 
married who continued in ""heir teaching work in the sam€: man-
ner as the women who remained single a.nd found teaching their 
permanen'c vocation ~ For instance, Minnie Bridgman ' s life 
course closely resembled that of Celia Burr. Both women first 
went into the Southern work in the fall of 1871 in their early 
twenties. Both spent one year in the work in the South. Both 
went on to other teaching work. Celia Burr taught for over 
40 more years, and Bridgman ta.~ght for over 25 mere jreal's. 
The only difference in the life pa"cte:cns of the two women was 
that Minnie Bridgman' s life included marriage j.n 1873. 81 
Most of the women who malAried, however, continued their 
commi tment to evangelical.! reform principles in diff~.rent ways . 
~)arah Paddock married a man who had been a mis::;ionary in Jamai-
ca and who remained in that land but turned to plantation farm-
ing as his occupation; Paddock continued work in an alie.n 
land among a "heathen" people but as a farmer's wife. Other 
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women acted primarily as homemakers after their marriages but 
almost always continued with their involvement with the prin-
ciples embodied in the Southern labor through civic work of 
some sort.' Emma Fairfield married a Chattanooga attorney 
and made her home there in Tennessee for the remainder of her 
life as a house~ife, but" she remained "devoted in a quiet way 
to good works and helpfulness. ,,82 
A good number of the wom.en who eventually married con-
tinued in their commitment to' evangelical principles "as the 
assistant of another whose lif{=! is devoted to the work of the 
Lord • .,8J Ha.lf of those for whom occupations of the husband 
were known in this group of WOi.'len married reverends or mission·· 
aries. The women continued their work either by directly 
assisting their husbands in missionary labor or through acting 
the role of minlsteres wife. 
Some of the womell remained with 'their husbands in the 
work in the South among the blacks. Harriet Townsend first 
went South in the spring of 1864 and worked in St.Louis, 
Missouri for six months. She then z'eturned home and married 
the Reverend'D . N. Goodrich. Together they returned to her pre-
vious field of labor among the black soldi.ers and people of 
St. Louis. ,She reques·1;ed that her labors for the AMA be 
redefined so that she would be able to work alongsiq,e her hus-
band and truly be able to assist him in his work. An!la Haylor 
a.lso s tayed in the work among the freedpeople after her mar·· 
riage. However, her role was not as active as Townsend's had 
been; she fulfilled her commitment in the role of minister's 
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wife. Haylor entered Oberlin in the preparatory department 
at the very young age of 13. She studied for six years and 
then graduated from the Ladies Literary Course in 1870. 
Immediately after graduating, she went to Alabama as a 
teacher to the 'blacks where she remained for eight years. In 
September of 1879 she married Az~l Hatch who had graduated 
from Oberlin and had also been a missionary in Alabama. Her 
hu::;band continued in the Southern work in Tougaloo. Mississippi. 
and in L€xington~ Kentucky, as principal of the Lexington 
Normal Institute; Haylor did not actively continue in th~ 
work but aided her husband in her role as wife until her death 
in 1885 at the age of 34. 84 
Many of the women who fulfilled their commitment to the 
principles endorsed in teaching among the ex-slaves through 
their marriage to a minister or missionary continued their work 
elsewhere -Chan in the South. Louisa Clark taught for a yec'.r 
at Berea College in Kentucky before her marriage to the 
'Reverend v/illiam D. Westervelt. Instead of returning with 
heJ:' husband to work among the blacks in the South as had 'fown-
send and Haylor, however, she accompanied her husband to his 
pastorates in New York. Colorado, the Hawaiian Islands and 
Illinois. Kate Lord only spent a few months at Oberlin before 
she went South to teach in 1872. She taught for seyen years 
at various institutes in Alabama as a teacher of music. She 
met her future husband, W.E. Wheeler, at Talladega CollfHT 8 
where he also worked among the freedpeople. Together they 
returned to Oberlin in 1879 to marry and also to continue their 
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studies--she studied in the Conservatory; h~ studied in the 
Theological Seminary. Lord left her studies in 1881 to have 
a child while Wheeler continued at the college until he received 
his theological degree in 1889. He then took a pastorate at 
Richfielp, Ohio, and later became principal of the Pleasant 
Hill Academy for mountaineers in Tennessee. She accompanied 
him in her role as minister's wife. 85 
Both Sarah Silsby and Sarah Bradley began work in the South 
after 1865. They would continue in missionary work by assisting 
their husbands in their labors. Neither continued to work in 
the Southern field, however~ but found their 'focations with 
their husbands in foreign fieldB. Silsby taught in a school 
for the blacks in Marion, Alabama, fer one term at the age of 
20, her father being the principal of that SChool. She th9n 
studied and taught at Maryville College in Tennessee for two 
years whe:r.'e she met and married Reverend Lyman Beecher fI'edford 
in 1880 at "the age of 24. Together they left Tennessee in .1.880 
for Kolhapur. India. J under appointment of the PresJ)yterian Bo~u'd 
of Foreign Missions. They served in India for 24 years. Bradley 
also became a foreign missionary. She was born in Singapore 
a;1d ner parents were missionaries under the AMA in Siam. She 
came to Oberlin at the age of 20 a,nd studied for five years 
in the Conservatory. Immediately after graduation. ,.she taught 
music for a few months in a school for the freedpeople in Memphis, 
;~ennessee. She then went to Bankok under the commission of the 
Presbyterian Board to teach in a privat~ school. Here she met 
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appointment of the Presbyterian Board, and aided him in his 
work. After his death she returned to the United States with 
her children and spent over 30 years in social settlemant and 
rescue work. 86 
Margaret Flack did not marry a minister, but she also 
continued her commitment through work with her husband. Flack 
first entered the Southern work in 1875 in Selma, Alabama. 
She married William Paterson, president of the Lincoln Nor-
mal University in Marion, Alabama, four years later. She 
helped her husband to found the Alabama State Normal School 
for black students in Montgomery and helped in the general 
work of black education. in the sta.te of Alabama. 87 
'l'HE LIFE AND HISTORICAL CYCLES 
Differences in the life cycle patterns of the group of 
Oberlin women who remained single and the group who eventually 
Married also intersect0d with differences in the historical 
cycle which shaped the teachers' lives. Looking at those wo-
men who did marry~ we find that the teachers who went· South 
in the early years married at a significantly later age than 
tho se who went South during the later years. Both groups of 
Oberlin women had an average age of marriage above that of 
similar women of their cohort group; the average age of mar-
riage of women in general during this time period can be esti-
mated at about 25 years.88 Those Oberlin women who first went 
South during the war years married at an average age of 30.3, 
those who first went South after 1865 married at an average 
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age of 26.4. Only 17 percent of the earlier group married be-
fore the age of 27 while 6) percent of the post-1865 group mar-
ried before the age of 27. The late age of marriage for both 
Oberlin groups can probably be attributed, in part. to a dif-
ference in life patterns from that of the general population 
as a result of their being college educated women. However, 
the early group of Oberli11 women married at an average age sig-
nificantly older than that of the post-1865 group. The post-
1865 group of wom.en was marrying at about the 3ame a.ge that 
the early group was first erlter~ng the Southern work (see Ta-
ble C). 
'J.1he late age at marriage for the women who went South 
during the war years was due, in part, as we saw befcre w to 
the fact that this group of women was older when they firs t 
entered~he Southern work. Also, these women who went South 
during the war years had a later age of marriage because they 
were more likely to continue with teaching and missionary work 
after leaving the South but before marrying; they were more 
likely to enter other reform work after they completed their 
work among the blacks. Louisa Buchanan, for example, taught 
for a year in Port Huron w Michigan, followed by two more years 
in the South in Tennessee and Kansas. She then spent another 
eight years before her marriage serving as a missionary and 
," 
teacher to the Chippewa Indians of Mi.nnesota and Michigan and. 
acting as a newspaper correspondent ana local reporter. She 
married Captain Alonzo Wellman in 1876 at the age of 37. Both 
Addie and Emma Warren also engaged in other kinds of teaching 
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Table C. Oberlin Teachers' Age at Marriage 
According to Year First Entered the South* 
*Includes only white women who went South after leaving Oberlin. 
Up to 1865 After 1865 
Age Number Percenta~ Number Percentage 
2.3-2!+ 1 17 .3 27 
25-26 0 0 4 36 
'~7-28 1 17 2 18 
29-.30 1 17 1 9 
:}1-32 2 33 0 0 
33-34 0 0 1 9 
35-36 0 0 0 0 
37 1 17 0 0 
AveragE: 30·3 26.4 
Source: compiled from Oberlin College Alumni and Archives 
Files on former studen'ts~ Annual Reports of the American 
Missionary Association, 186J-1875~ and Archives of the 
AInerican Missionary Association, Amistad Research Center, 
New Orleans, Louisiana. 
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work before their marriages. - Addie taught in the South for 
two and one half years and then taught for another four years 
before her marriage f and Emily taught among the blacks for on-
ly one year but taught another ten years before her marriage. 
These women who went South during the war years integrated 
their missionary activities into their later years. Most of 
those who first entered the Southern work after the war', how-
ever, went almost directly from labor in the South to marriage. 89 
Because the age of marriage was so late for the women 
'Norking in the Sov.th during the war years, 'these women ha.d a 
grea~cr opportunity to continue with teaching and missionary 
work before their marriage and~ therefore p had a greater oppcr--
tuni ty to explore kinds of WQI'k usually more open to sLigl e 
\Ammen. Therefore, the divisi:;n between the life patterns of 
the women who chose singlehood and those who chose marriage 
was not; very pronounced. Among the women who first began 
teaching in the South during the early years the life pa.tt~rns 
of those who remained single and those who eventually mar:.cied 
were fairly similar. 
However~ within the post-1865 group, more clear-cut dif·· 
ferences can be seen in th~ life patterns of -Chose who fi.id 
not marry and those who did eventually max'ry, especially a::; 
the increase in the number of women who went to the South af-
ter 1865 made the differences between the two groups more Qis-
tinct. For the later group, marriage constituted a much more 
explicit life-choice. On the whole. the women who chose mar-
riage as part of their life pattern went into the South at a 
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young age, spent a number of years in the Southern work as 
their period of intense commitment to evangelical principles 
and as a preparation for marriage, went immediately into mar-
riage after leaving the South, and completed their role as 
Christian women as housewives aiding their spouses in educa-
tional, missionary, or farming work. The women who remained 
unmarried, of course, had more opportunity to continue direct-
ly in their teaching and missionary work. 
The increasing division between the paths of singlehood 
and marriage in the later years may possibly be interpreted 
in a number of ways. As the country moved onto a more conser-
vati ve course, the Victoria,n conception of woman's sphere af-· 
ter ma.:criage as being in the home became more rigidly defined. 
'J.1he ability of those who marl ... ied to broaden their interpreta·-
tion of eva?lgelical womanhood through taking on outside em-
ployment ln2Y therefore have been lessened. At the same time, 
the single woman may have become more accepted in the role of 
reformer. The percentage of Oberlin educated women who c.id 
not marry increased stead.ily until the early twentieth century 
joining the alwa.ys larger number of urL."'na:cried women graduates 
of si.ngle-sex institutions. Because the group of women who 
remained single was increa.sing numericall.y, it wOl1ld take vn 
<'I.n increasing distinctiveness and be assigned more specific 
" 
and separat~ roles in society. These roles would be in keepir!g 
with the quali.ties of evangelical women but would also he ac-






When asked to describe the influence of Oberlin on her 
life, Sarah Bradley wrote. "It has been what Oberlin stands 
for to teach her students to go out and work for the good of 
humanity in whatdver line they are engaged in. My line of 
work was missionary wo~k ... 91 Oberlin's founders and staff 
had sought to instill in their pupils the belief in the ne-
cessity of service to God and humanity in this world. The 
Oberlin women who became teachers and missionaries to the 
freedpeople took to heart the principles of evangelical woman-
hood learned a,t the college and applied them 9 for a time at 
least, to the work in the South. 
All of the women who went South shared a certain measure 
of commitment to the blacks and the social reform work of' ed-> 
ucating the freedpeople; they all decided to interpx'et the 
precepts of evangelical womanhood by searching for emplo~llent 
under the AMA. But although the vlOmen shared both the experi-
'=lnces of an Oberlin education and a desire for work with the 
blacks, they differed in their motivations for going to the 
South, their perceptions once employed in the wo~k, the nature 
of their commitment to the work, and the way the work fit into 
their life patterns. Two interacting and sometimes intersect-
ing cycles would affect these components of the work in the 
South for the women. On the one hand, the historical cycle 
of social reform in the post-war era would differentiate the 
women from one another, and on the other hand, the life cycle 
course the women chose as their interpretation of Christian 
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womanhood would also differentiate the women. 
We found that all of the women were motivated to go into 
the Southern field because of an interest in the pli.ght of 
the ex-slaves. They were all prepared to love the work and 
labor for the cause as' dutiful Christian women. Yet, only the 
group of women who first went to the South, while the war was 
still being. fought, articulated expressions of great hope 
and fervor about their mission and believed strongly in their' 
ovm ability to bring about social reform; the women Gf the war 
years sought to serve Ged and humanity f displayed a willingnes:::: 
to sCl.crifice, and believed that they were laying the ·foundation 
for a great and powerful futur~ for the freedpeople. Once 
in the work, the women who went South in the early period were 
a.gain those whose high minded religious beliefs were reinforced 
in the labor. They did alter their perceptions to the exterlt 
ti'iat they felt they must work harder "to re-educate the black. 
people spiri tually ~ bu't they remained committed to all the 
motivations with which they had entered the work. The 
'Nomen who went South in the Reconstruction years I howeve:r, 
remained interested in their work and a-r.tached to their studellts , 
but as they narrowed the extent of their efforts to provide 
education for the black people of the South, they also narrovicd 
in the vision of what they saw as the possibilities of thei.r 
" 
own reform work~ they came to see a need to ward off an evil 
which they saw threatening the black people; if their educational 
efforts were not carried through, great harm could ensue. 
The women did not all enter the Southern work at the 
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same point in their lives or come to it from the same life 
patterns. These differences affected their interpretation of 
evangelical womanhood. The women who first went South in the 
war years went as older women, who had deferred major life de-
cisions to a later point in their lives. The fact that they 
Vlere older women meant 'that they were more likely to commit; 
themselves willingly to the mission in the South. seeing in 
it a possible calling. However~ despite their more fervent 
expressions of motivation and their being older when m3.king 
the decision to seek employment with the AMA, the "{Omen who 
\'l { ~nt South dur.ing the war years actually spent a fairly brief 
per·iod of time in work with the blacks. This seeming contra-
diction can be explained, however r by looking at how the 
early group of women continued their lives. 'L'hey went on 
to other forms of teaching and missionary work, defining 
their commitment to teaching work in a wider scope, reaching 
beyond missionary work with only the freedpeople. 
The women who first went to the South during the neco!1'~ 
struction years, however ~ entered the work as younger wome~1 . 
They completed their education at Oberlin at a younger age 
than the women who went South during the war and entered im-
mediately into the work among the freedpeople. From. here, 
the women took one of two paths. The majority of the women 
spen1; a very short length of seryice in the work 8.mong the 
blacka moving on rapidly to other vocations. A very large 
minori ty, however, spent much longer amounts of time in fJe.c-
vice in the South; because they taught in well-established 
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schools. they were able to confine their reform. impulse to 
work among the black people and find a stable and relatively 
comfortable workplace for themselves. 
The historical context is not sufficient in exploring 
the lives and work of the Oberlin women who became teachers 
to the freedpeople; the·ir marital status was also important. 
A small group of the women went into the work as married wo-
men aiding their husbands in their labors. They entered the 
work as mature women and devoted-quite a number of years in 
service to the freedpeople, TheY'l.ll received their education 
during the more radical years of Oberlin's hiGtory, and as 
ministers' wives actively labored in various missionary fields 
including that of the South. 
Most of the women who went South were single women. how-
ever, and about a. thL.'d of these women' remained unmarried: 
the other two-thirds eventually married. The women who :;'~8 '-
mained single went to the work as older women having spent a 
lon.ger amount of time at the college a.nd in the Vlorld. '1'hey 
seemed to go South in search of a voc~tion and on the whole 
devoted more time to the lahor with the blacks than did those 
who eventually marr'ied. The women who subsequently married 
entered the South in search of a period of intense commitmen~ 
to Oberlin evangelical principles before they went on to com . 
plete their interpretation of Christian womanhood in marriage. 
Even after marriage, however, most of these women maintained 
80me sort of commitment to the principles they had acted upon 
in labor in the South finding ways to express it through civ:~c 
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work or through marriage to a man who was active in either ed-
ucational or missionary work of some sort. 
Finally, the interaction between historical and life cycle 
could be seen in the lives of these women. The women who en-
tered the work in the Reconstruction years seemed to make a 
more pronounced decision as to how they would act on the prin-
ciples of evangelical womanhood when they chose marriage or 
cl~o se -to remain single. The life course patterns that differ-
entiate these two groups of women seemed more distinct than 
the differences between the same two groups in the early years , 
as the bounds of domesticity contracted a.nd the acc-cptallce c' f 
the single woman reformer increased. 
Historians have usually focused on this single woman aL 
reformer. 92 But in concentra.ting on these single l'eform'2rs, 
they hay!::! neglected another group of women who also were im 
portcomt laborers in social reform work . In looking at the Ob::.::c-
lin women who became teachers and missionaries to the blacks 
in the South, we found that although very few women devoted 
their lives exclusively to la.bor among the black people, all 
of the women, whether they remained single or eventually ;l1ar -
ried, gave some time to reform work , Usually the wom.~m acted 
on the precepts of evangelical womanhood by spending a period 
of intense commitment in teaching and missionarY labor before 
." 
completing their interpretation of evangelical womanhood through 
other channels--particularly that of marriage. During the He-' 
construction years, this period of reform work Vias more exc1u-
si vely confined to years of singlehood as the identity be ::w('(;n 
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the female reformer and the single women intensified. However. 
the women who gave only a short period of intense commitment 
to the work in the South before their marriage also acted as 
reformers; the women did not choose exclusively between reform 
work and motherhood, but were able to do both in sequence. 
Thus. the women who acted on the evangelical reform impulse 
were not confined to those who remained single women. 
The black female teachers from Oberlin who went South de -
serve separate attention. They had an additional motiv3.tion 
for. entering the Southern work as they were bound by the tics 
of race and shared suffering to the ex- slaves. They were the 
most consistent in their service to the blacks. almost all spend-
ing large portions of their lives jn service in tho South. 
These female teachers and rnissionaries~ then. acted on 
the principles learned at Oberlin and chose to enter the work 
among the blacks of the South for a certain period of time. 
The motivations and perceptions with which they left Oberlin 
and began their t'eaching and missiotlary labors would be frru.1H:~d 
by the historical cycle of social reform :::md the .!.ife course 
patterns open to evangelical women. The interaction of these 
three elements, the Oberlin evangelical environment. the his-
tori cal cycle, and the life cycle shaped their experience as 
teachers and. missionaries to the blacks of the South. 
" 
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~npENDIX A: Sources and Limitations of Data 
The Oberlin women who went as teachers and missionaries 
to the South were identified from the Catalog Index to the 
Archives of the American Mtssionary Association, Amistad Re-
Search Center, New Orleans, Louisiana, and from the Alumni 
Register of ,9berlil1 College. 1833-196Q. (Oberlin, Ohiol Oberlin 
Co"llege, 1960). The women were identified in this manner 
(rather than simply by taking those women who listed Oberlin 
as their residence in the Annual Reports of the AMA) so that 
as many Oberlin alumni as possible could be included in this 
study. 
Life cycle data was gathered on 57 of these Oberlin wo-
men who went South from records sent in by the wOp1enand their 
relatives to the Alumni Records Office and the Archives of 
Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio, and from the correspondence 
be t ween the women and the AlVIA during the women ~ s years of 
service in the South. Certain limitations, of course, exist 
on the life cycle data gathered. These 57 women do not con-
stitute a complete accounting of all of the Oberlin women who 
became teachers 1;0 the freedpeople. 
\'Jomen may have been excluded from the group on whom life 
cycle data was compiled because they were not identl.fiable as 
former Oberlin stud.ents. Most of the Oberlin female teachers 
who have probably been excluded from this group of 57 are the 
women who held the lowes';;; in the hierarchy of teaching jobs 
under the AMA. These women most likely included some of the 
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married women who went South with their husbands, some of the 
women who went South during their winter vacation at Oberlin, 
and some of the siblings of teachers already in the field. 
Because these women acted as assistants to other teachers, 
they did not file separate reports with the Association and 
also may not have always been listed as teachers in the Annual 
Reports of the American Missionary Association. 
Other women have been omitted from the group of women 
on whom life cycle data was gathered because of insufficient 
biographical information. Also omitted from the life cycle 
group are those women who died before the age of 25 and those 
women who married after the age of 4.5 since we can saf~ly as-
sume that these women did r'.ot marry fo):' fe1·(;1li ty reasons. 
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APPENDIX Be Numerical and 
for Whom Life 
Women who went South married 
Women who went South single 
Black Women 
\jvhi te Women 
Single women who went South 
after leaving Oberlin* 
::~:ingle women who went South 
during time at Oberlin* 
Percentage 
Cycle Data 
':;ingle women who never married** 
Single women who eventually married** 












;:HIncludes white women only and only tho se who first 
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19"Prudential Report," Oberlin Evangelist, 3 December 
H351 , quoted in Ginzberg, p.80; Armitta P. Vaughn to M. E. 
Strieby, Oberlin, Ohio, May 6, 1878; Barnard, po18. 
20Gerrish to D. Eo Emerson, Oberlin, Ohio, November 9, 
1872; Copeland to 'AMA, Kansas City, Missouri, December 15. 
1864; Alexander to E. M. Cravath, Oberlin, Ohio, October JO, 
1871. 
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21Malt~y to Whipple, Southington, Ohio, September 1863: 
Rose Kinney to George Whipple, Oberlin, Ohio. August 27. 1863: 
Mattison to S. S. Jocelyn. Mount Vernon. Ohio. February 9. 1864. 
22Rosecrans to E. M. Cravath. Oberlin. Ohio. August 18, 
1871. 
23Sylvia Brown to AMA. Bergen. New York. April 5, 1864: 
Carruthers to S. S. Jocelyn. Norwalk. Ohio. September 25, 1863. 
24Nancy Cott refers to this phenomenon of tension be-
tween search and submission in discussing the place of women 
in evangelical religion in general. See Bonds, pp.140-1. 
25Esther Otis to George Whipple, Oberlin, Ohio: August 5. 
1863. 
26Sara G. Stanley to Geor~p Whipple. Cleveland. Ohio, 
January 19, 1864; Buchanan to 'S. S. Jocelyn. Oberlin, Ohio, 
February 5, 1864rCandee 'to s. S. Jocelyn. Oberlin, Ohio. 
May 4, 1863. 
27Jones to George Whipple, Oberlin, Ohio, June 15, 1865: 
Stanley to George Whipple, Cleveland, Ohio, January 19, 1864: 
Brown to AMA, Bergens New York, April 5, 13640 
28Etta Maltby to George Whipple. Southington, Ohio, Sep-
tember 1863. 
29Stanley to George Whipple, Cleveland. Ohio l March 4, 
1864. 
JOKate Mattison to S. S. Jocelyn, Mt. Vernon~ Ohio, 
December 21, 186J~ Sylvia Brown to AMA, Conewango. New York 9 
June 27, 1864. 
31Duncan to George Whipple, Oberlin,· Ohio t March 1 I 1861 .. ; 
Fairchild to E. M. Cravath, Ober-lin, Ohio, Jul:.r 11. 1872, 
Townsend to George Candee, Adrian. Michigan. February 10, 
1864; Stanley to George Whipple, Cleveland. Ohio~ Januar~ 191 
1864. 
32Louisa Buch8.nan to S. S. Jocelyn l Flint, Michigan, 
May 2, 186); Harriet Townsend to George Candee, Adrian, Mich-
igan, February 10~ 1864. 
J3Stanley to George Whipple, Cleveland, Ohio, January 19 . 
1864: Bro~n to AMA, Bergen, New York, April 15, 1864. 
34Harriet Townsend to George Candee, Adrian, Michigan . 
February 10, 1864. 
35Sylvia Brown to George Whipple, Oberlin, Ohio, October 
10, 1862; Etta Maltby to George Whipple, Southington. Ohio, 
3eptember 186). 
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36Stanley to George Whipple, Cleveland, Ohio, March L~. 
1864. 
37Brown to S. S. Jocelyn, Bergen, New York, March 2, 
1864: Buchanan to Jocelyn, Flint~ Michigan, May 2, 1863. 
38See Barnard, p.4. 
39The dates at which the women first began teaching in 
the South were determined from the lists of teachers nrinted 
in t~e Annual Reports of the knerican Missic~ary Association, 
1863-1875, and from correspondence in the Archives of the 
American Missionary Association. 
40Anna Haylor to E. M. Gravath, Oberl.1'l, Ohio, October 
22, 1870. 
4111ife cycle data was gathered on 57 Oberlin women. Ma-
terial was collected from the correspondence in the Archives 
of the American Missionary Association and from records in 
the Alumni Records Office and Archives of Oberlin College p 
Oberlin, Ohio. Records on female graduates are located in 
the Alumni Records Office . Files are arranged alphabetically 
by the women's married names. References cited will include 
the women's married name (when applicable) and the notation 
"Alumni File. II Much of the biographical information on the 
female graduates is included in necrologies, published after 
the deaths of these women. Necrologies cited can also be 
found in the alumni files. A complete set of necrologies, 
arranged by date of death, is ava~lable in the archives of 
the college. 
Although not all of the women who became teachers and 
missionaries to the blacks graduated from Oberlin/ their ex-
perience at the college was none-the-Icss important; there-
fore, non-graduates were included in this study as well. Re-
cords on non-graduates are located in the Oberlin College Ar-
chives. Files are again arranged alphabetically by the wo-
men~s married names. References cited will include the wo-
menDs married names and the notation "Archives File . " 
Box numbers will also be cited. 
'rhe figures noted here and cited elsewhere in thi8 paper 
(unless otherwise noted) have been comprised for the single 
white women who became teachers after leaving Oberlin. The 
black teachers will be dealt with separately because of the 
lack of information avai.lable on them and because of'possibl(; 
differences in their life cycle patterns. The figures also 
do not include those women who ,went to the South during theil' 
stay at Oberlin; these women also need to be looked at sepa-
rately because of the differences in the way their work and 
life cycle interrelated. Women who went to the South as mar-
ried women will also be dealt with separately. 
See Appendix A for limitations on the data and a fuller 
explanation of sources. See Appendix B for a numerical and 
percentage breakdown on these 57 women. 
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42Rose Kinney to George Whipple, Memphis, Tennessee, 
April 5, 1864; Rose Kinney to Samuel Hunt, Atlanta, Georgia, 
December 30, 1865; Annette Marsh to N~. Magill, Columbus, Ken-
tucky, February 20, 1664. 
43For examples on friction among the teachers, see M. E. 
Burt to E. M. Cravath, Chicago, Illinois, December 2, 1872. 
Kate Mattison to E. P. Smith, Charleston, South Carolina, 
January 20, 1869; for examples on problems in financing the 
mission home, see Kate Mattison to E. M. Cravath, Talladega, 
Alabama, September 29~ 1870, for examples on difficulti es 
with expenses, see Addie Warren to George Whipple, Meridan, 
Mississippi, March 6, 1866, March 26, 1866, and April 5, 1866 . 
44Gerrish to Cravath, Atlanta, Georgia, April 1~ 1374; 
Marsh to Whipple, Columbus~ Kentucky, August 26, 1864. 
45Mat;son to George Whipple, Memphis, Tennessee, November 
21, 1867; Ibid, March 29, 1868~ Townsend to S. S. Jocelyn, St. 
Louis, Missouri, March 8, 1864; Ibid; Townsend, to Jocelyn, St " 
Louis, Missouri, March 22, 1864; Ibid. 
46Baldwin to S. G. Wright, Natchez, Mississippi, April 
16, 1865; Baldwin to W. E. Whiting, Natchez, Mississippi, 
July 1 ,. 1865. 
47Duncan to Whipple, Norfolk, Virginia, July 19 1864; 
Harris to Whipple, Norfolk, Virginia, March 20, 1864; Harris 
to Whipple, Natchez, Mississippi; February 28, 1867. 
48Townsend to Cowles v St,'. Louis, Missouri , April 7, 1864: 
,Stanley to George Whipple p Norfo:~, Vi:-ginia. April 28, 1864; 
i'llebster to D; E. Emerso;.'l; l'l1acon, GeorgJ.8., May 14. 1877, Mark-
ham to Emerson, Savannah, Georgi~~ , november 26, 18'18. 
49Lord to D. E. Emerson, Mobile, Alabama j December 31., 
1873; Ibid; Townsend to Henry Cowles, St. Louis, Missouri, 
April 7, 1864~ Mary Baldwin to S. G. Wright, Natchez, IVJis ,'3is~, 
sippi, April 16, 1865. 
50Matson to George Whipple, Memphis, Tennessee, April 10, 
1869; Blanche Harris to Whipple, Oberlin, Ohio~ July .30, 1866; 
Goodrich to M. E. Strieby, St. Louis, Missouri, January), 1865 . 
51 Townsend to Jocelyn t St. Louis, Missouri, March 8, 1864; 
Clara Spees to Sa.muel Hunt, Natchez, Mississippi, M'arch 13, 
1866~ Henrietta Matson to Whipple, Memphis, Tennessee D October 
6, 1868. 
52Blanche Harris to George Whipple, Norfolk, Virginia t 
March 30, 1861.:'1 Rose Kinney to Samuel Hunt, Atlanta, Georgia. 
January 27, 1866; Ibid, May 1, 1866. 
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5)Jeannie Norris to Whipple, Leavenworth, Kansas, January 
)0, 1865; Clapp to Cravath, Willoughby, Ohio, September 9, 187). 
54Stanley to Whipple, St. Louis, Missouri, May 27, 1865: 
Stanley to W. H. Woodbury, Norfolk, Virginia, August 29, 1864: 
Letter Book of Henrietta Matson, 1872-1876, Temporary Box No. 
Fisk 1, Amistad Research Center, New Orleans, Louisiana. This 
book referred . to hereafter as Letter Book of Matson, Matson 
to Whipple" Nashville, Tennessee, October 11, 1870. 
55Stanley to Samuel Hunt, Cleveland, Ohio, December 4, 
1865: Stanley to Whipple, ~t. Louis i Missouri, May 1865; Ibid. 
56Addie Warren to Whipple, Meridan, Mississippi, March 6, 
1866; Copeland to Samuel Hunt, Kansas City, Missouri, April 20 
1866; Jeannie Norris to Whipple, Leavenworth, Kansas, January 
JO, 1865. 
57Baldwin to Whipple, Oberlin 1 Ohio~ August 17, 1864 . 
58Kinney to Whipple~ Memphis, Tennessee, September 1.3, 
1864. 
59Clara Duncan to W. H. Woodbury, Norfolk, Virginia, Au-
gust 29, 1864~ Baldwin to Whipple, Natchez, Mississippi, July 1, 
1865 . 
60Henrietta Matson to Whipple, Memphis, Tennessee, Febru-
ary 27, 1868; Stickney to Samuel Hunt, Natchez, Mississippi, 
March 14, 1866. 
611vIattie Callahan to E. M. Cravath, Lexington, Kentucky, 
March 15, 1871; Henrietta Matson to Whipple, Memphis, 'Iiennessee, 
October 6, 1868; Martha Jarvis to Whipple, Landerdale, Mis-
sissippi, January 31, 1866; Mattie Callahan to Cravath, Lexing·, 
ton, Kentucky~ March 15, 1871. 
62Lucy Kinney to Samuel Hunt, Atlanta, Georgia, June 2, 
1366; Matson to Whipple, Memphis, Tennessess, February), 1868. 
6JWebs t.er to Emerson, Macon, Georgia, February lJi 1877. 
64Letter Book of Matson. 
65Harris to t'Vhipple, Norfolk, Virginia, lViarch 1'7, 1361~i 
'l' ownsend to M. E. Strieby, St. Louis, Missouri, ApI'il 2. 1864. 
66Lord to Cravath, Mobile, Alabama. July 2, 1874. 
67Webster to Emerson, Macon, Georgia, May 14, 1877; Lord 
to Cravath, Mo'bile, Alabama, July 21, 1874; Letter Book of M;:;tt':;on. 
68Esther T. Maltbie, Necrology and Alumni File. 
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( 
69Mrs • H.J. Bradford, Necrology and Alumni File. 
70Mrs • Allan 0, Hayward, Archives File, #110. 
71Mrs • H.B. Wolcott, Necrology and Alumni File; Mrs. War-
ren Eli Wheeler, Archives File, #272, and Warren Eli Wheeler, 
Alumni File: Mrs. Azel Ha:tch, Alumni "File. 
72Louisa Alexander, Necrology and Alumni File; Rebecca 
Massey, Archives File, #168; Mrs. Elias T. Jones, Necrology 
and Alumni File.; Sara Stanley to Whipple"Cleveland, Ohio, 
March 4, 1864, and Mopile, Alab~na, April 6, 1868 and May 2, 
1868. Life cycle datu available on the black teachers was 
insufficient for determining any definite trends in their 
life patterns other than their strong commitment to the South-
ern work. Eight of the 57 women in this. study were blaek. 
Three of the eight remained single while five of the women 
ev~ntually married. Two of the eigh"C went South during their 
years at Oberlin--onewho remained single and one who eventua-'. ly 
married. 
7)Harris, to Whipple, Natchez, Mississippi, March 10, 1866 . 
74Mrs • Edwin Stickel, Necrology and Alumni File; Mrs. 
Joseph Barnum, Necrology; Mrs. George Candee, Archives File, 
#40; and George Candee, Alumni File, 
75Louis Harston, "Marriage Statistics fer Oberlin Alum-
nae, II .~ournal of Heridi ty 19 (1928); 229. 
76Adella Royce, Necrology and Alumni File; Celi9. Burr, 
Necrology and Alumni File. 
77 Amelia l"el.'ris, Necr-ology and A:umni File: Eli za Mitchell. 
Archives File, #176~ MoP. Dascomb to AMA. Oberlin , Ohio, Al'ril 
2), 1863. 
78Henrietta Matson, Necrology and Alumni File. 
79Rosetta Kinney, Necrology and Alumni File. 
80Helen C. Morgan, Necrology and Alumni Fi.le. 
81Mrs • Milton Rich~ Archives File, #))0; Celia Burr. 
Necrology and Alumni File. 
82Mrs • H.B. Wolcott, Necrology and Alumni File; Mrs H.M. 
wiltse, Necrology and Alumni File. 
8)Harriet Townsend to Strieby, St. Louis: Missouri , July 
20, 1864. 
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84Mrs • Darius N. Goodrich, Alumni File; Mrs. Azel Hatch , 
Alumni File and AzelHatch. Alumni File. 
8~rs. William D. Westervelt, Necrology and Alumni Fil(~ ; 
Mrs. Warren Eli Wheeler, Archives File, #272, and Warren Eli 
vJheeler, Alumni File. 
86Mrs • Lyman Beecher Tedford, Archives File, #250; Mrs. 
Marion Cheek, Archives File, #46. 
87Mts • William Pa~erson. Necrology and Alumni File. 
88No exact average age'of marriage is available for white 
women of the United States 1840-1850 cohort groups. An average 
age of marriage of 25.2 was found by Hajnal for European wo· .. 
men of the 1850cohort 9 cited in Peter Uhlenberg, "A Study of 
Cohort Life Cycles&Cohorts of Native Born Massachusetts Women , 
1830-1920," Population Studies 23 (1969),412. An average 
age of marriage of 25.4 was found for women in North Adam5~ 
Massachusetts who married in 1860 by Carol Lasser, "Women and 
VI/ork in North Adams, Massachusetts, . 1830-1865, ~ •. Presentation 
for Graduate Seminar, Harvard University, December 1974. 
Therefore, 25 seems to be a fair estimate for an average age 
at marriage. 
8900rs • Alonzo Wellman, Necrology and Alumni File; iVIrs. 
Cal v in Russell! Necrology and Alumni 1<'ile.; Mrs. Noah Carnero:l, 
.:\lumni F'ile. 
90Harston, p.22.5j Jill Conway, "Women Reformers and Arn8r' 
ican Culture, 1870-1930;" in Our American Sisters: Worn8n in 
Arn~rican Life .§:.12<.! Thought, 2nd~d:-;e~Jean E. Friedmanand 
llliilliam G. Shade (Bos'ton~ Allyn and Bacon l Inc., 1976), 
pp " 301-03, 307. 
91Mrs'. Marion Cheek, Archives File , #L~6. 





Aeolioian Society. Minutes, 1860-1975. Oberlin College Special 
Collections p Oberlin, Ohio. 
American Missionary Association. Annual R.eports. 1863-1875. 
American Missionary Association Archives. Amisted Research 
Center, New Orleans, Louisiana (availabl~ on microfilm). 
Former Student Files. Oberlin College Archives, Oberlin, Ohio . 
Graduate Files. Alumni Records Office o Oberlin Collage, 
Oberlin, Ohio , 
Matson» Henrietta. Letter Book of Henrietta Matson, 1872-1876. 
Temporary Box No •. Fisk 1. Amisted Research Center, New 
Orleans, Louisiana. 
Oberlin Students' Missionary Society. Minutes, 1852-1864 . 
Oberlin College Archives, Oberlin, Ohio . 
Wright, S.G. Letter. Lorain County News, 18 April 1866 . 
Beecher, Catharine, and Stowe, Harriet Beecher. The American 
Woman's Home. New York: J.B. Ford and Co., 1870. 
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